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Murra), K) ., Tuesday Afternoon, July 17, 1979Our toOth
WINNING RABBIT -- Ronnie King displays the "best meat rabbit" shown
at the rabbit show at the Murray-Calloway County Fair Monday.
MINI-HOT ROD WINNER — Murray-Calloway County Fair Queen Janna
Bell presents the winner's trophy in the mini-hot rod tractor pull to Sheila
Mitchell of Madisonville who won both classes in the pull Monday night at
the fair. Others pictured are, left to right, Donnie Lovett, fair board
president, member of the Madisonville pulling team and Mike Stevens,
director. Phonyi lennie S. Gordon
RABBIT JUDGING — Lawrence Philpot (right) and Bill Bailey, rabbit show




Hold Meeting July 21
MAYFIELD — The .24th annual
meeting of the members of the West.
Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative
will be held Saturday, July 21, at the
Mayfield Middle School Auditorium
•beginning at 7 p.m.
Notices of the meeting have been
mailed to the 12,000 members in
Graves, Calloway, Marshall, Carlisle,
Hickman and McCracken counties in
Kentucky and Henry and Weakley
counties in Tennessee.
Three members of the board of
trustees, Bill Futrell, Marshall County,
George Stephenson, Graves County,
and Hermon Darnell, Calloway County
whose terms expire July 21 were
recently nominated for re-election by
Group Says Federal Allocation,
Rules Grant Windfall Profits
WASHINGTON (AP) — A consumer
group says new federal allocation and
pricing rules grant windfall profits to
gasoline dealers, but an organization of
60,000 service stations claims the
regulations don't help enough.
The Energy Department, meanwhile,
says more motorists will benefit than
suffer from the changes, which set a
uniform ceiling on dealer profit
margins of 15.4 cents per gallon, ef-
fective Monday.
Whatever the future price of gasoline,
its supply appeared to be improving
Monday.
Even in the hard-hit Northeast,
where blocks-l)ng lines at gasoline
stations were common in recent weeks,
drivers were facing little or no wait.
Missouri Energy Program Dirrtor
J.W. Abbott said, "We probably are in
as good a positiOnaa we've been in the
•past 60 days.... We think people have
realized things aren't as bad as they
thought. They're finding out they can
operate just as well on the bottom half
of their tanks as the top,"
In Pennsylvania and Delaware, in-
dependent dealers began pumping fuel.
again after many closed during the
weekend to protest the outgoing federal
fuel allocation and pricing rules.
While the Energy Department said
the new rules would "provide new
protection for consumers," the Center
for Auto Safety, a private consumer
group, said it will file suit this week to
overturn the regulations. "No dealer
deserves more than an 11-cent to 12-
cent profit margin," said its director,
Clarence Ditlow.
""The bottom line is: consumers will
be paying more and many dealers who
don't need relief will be getting windfall
milts," said Mow. He also charged
that the Energy Department moved so
rapidly to help dealers it failed to give
motorists time to speak out against the
new rules.
The department said current profit
margins range from 14 cents to 16 cents
a gallon, so ,the new ceiling will not
raise prices significantly, and in some
instances, it will force rollbacks.
But the National Congress of
Petroleum Retailers puts the current
average profit margin closer to 12.5
cents per gallon, which means many
motorists could be paying about 3 cents
more at the pump.
Gasoline prices in the Midwest and
South should rise the most, with little
change in the East, the retailers' group
said. Western motorists may see prices
fall, it added.
Democratic Leaders Begin Effort
WASHINGTON (AP)
Congressional Democratic leaders are
beginning an all-out effort to get as
much of President Carter's new energy
program as possible through Congress
before the August recess.
The task may be easier than it sounds
because many of the proposals the
president put before the nation Sunday
and Monday are not new, but variations
on measures already progressing
through Congress.
First up is the president's request for
authority to order gasoline rationing in
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate
rejected an attempt today to slap a six-
month moratorium on the issuance of
construction permits for new nuclear
power plants.
On a vote of 57-35, senators rejected a
move led by Sens. Edward Kennedy, D-
Mass., and Gary Hart, D-Colo„
designed to give the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission time to
develop new re_gulations dealing with
siting new plants.
"We cannot pretend the Three Mile
Island accident never happened,"
times of severe shortage and to set
state-by-state energy-conservation
goals.
Backers predicted easy approval of
the measure by the full House Com-
merce Committee today, setting up
expected floor action later in the week
or early next week.
The House rejected the president's
own standby rationing plan in May.
But leaders quickly went to work on
another plan that would give the
president the standby rationing
authority he wanted as well as the
Kennedy said. "We must learn from
it."
But opponents, led by Sen. Alan
- Simpson, R-Wyo., &tittle proposal was
"intended only to send a message that
further attempts to expand nuclear
power at this time is unwarranted."
The plan would have affected six
plants under review for construction
permits and would not have stopped
work on any plant now under con-
struction or forced an operating plant to
shut down.
But the vote was important as an
indication of congressional backing for
nuclear power in the wake of the atomic
scare last spring at Three Mile Island.
power to impose mandatory fuel-saying
steps in states failing to meet specified
conservation 'targets.
House and Senate leaders met
privately Monday afternoon to put the
rationing bill and other Carter-backed
measures already before Congress on
an express track.
Emerging from the strategy session.
House Majority Leader Jim Wright, 0-
Texas, said, "We hope to get four or
five pieces of the mosaic through
Congress quickly" before the month-
long recess that begins Aug. 4.
Leaders said a rush effort will be
made to complete Senate action on
legislation to launch a new multi billion-
dollar synthetic fuel industry and
impose the president's windfall profits
tax on the oil industry. Both measures
already have passed the House.
Carter hopes to use revenues from
the tax to finance his entire $142 billion
program to decrease U.S. reliance on
imported oil in what he has rall0 one °f
the largest and most expensive
peacetime efforts ever undertaken.
Senate action is also contemplated on
legislation to set up a National Energy
Mobilization Board such as the One
proposed by the president to oversee
major energy projects and to cut
federal red tape.
Similar legislation is before the
House Interior Committee — but 11
would expedite decisions on such
projects through existing agencies
Instead of by creating a new board
. .
the nominating committee. Members
may make additional nominations from
the floor at the meeting, -according to
Glen B. Sears, general manager.
Several gift certificates and ex-
tension telephone service free for one
year will be awarded at the close of the
business sessionpEntertainment will be
furnished by The Alvey's from
Paducah.
Sears will present his annual report
to the members, and he urges all
members to attend. The financial
report will be given by Bethel
Richardson, the cooperative's auditor.
Trustees whose. terms do not expire
this year include Stanley Jones,
Lassiter Hill, Roy M. Lowe, Cortez Sch-
midt, W. F. Cary, and John W.
Galloway.
The telephone cooperative, organized
in 1951, has just completed converting












Partly cloudy with widely
scattered thunderstorms tonight.
Lows in the mid to upper 60s
Mostly sunny and pleasant
Wednesday. Highs in the low to
mid 80s. Winds, northerly 5 to 10
miles an bour tonight. Rain
chances are 20 percent tonight.
FRANKFORT— A ;166,549 allotment
of county road aid funds for Calloway
County and a contract totaling almost
853,000 for bridge deck repairs in west
Kentucky have been announced by
state Transportation Secretary Calvin
Grayson.
The moneyfrom the allotment will be
used during the fiscal year 1979-80 for
maintenance 'along 333.6 miles of
county roads, including 195.2 miles of
blacktop and 138.4 miles of gravel
roads.
The county road aid program, ad-
ministered by the state Bureau of Hi"-
--ways,-was established in 1.936 to help
local governments maintain its county
road systems. It is financed with a
portion of the state motor fuel tax.
In the $52,977 contract to Cee Inc. of
Lexington for bridge repair, Calloway
County will receive bridge deck repairs
over the Clarks River Overflow on the
Murray-New Concord Road (Ky. 121).
The contracts stemmed from a bid
held June 8 in Frankfort. There was a
total of $20.5 million in statewide
contracts awarded.
MAYFIEfD — Jeffrey Howard and
Robert Colley, both of Graves County,
were re-elected to three-year terms on
the West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative's board of directors at the
co-op's 41st annual members' meeting
here Saturday.
Linda R. Sullivan, also of Graves
County, was elected to the board of
directors after having been nominated
by petition. Coy Copeland, Marshall
County, seeking re-election to the
board, was defeated.
One of the largest crowds in recent
years attended the annual meeting,
held at the cooperative's headquarters
building on West Broadway.
Holdover directors include A. D.
Willingham, H. G. Gingles, John Collie,
Joe S. Ray, Ralph Edrington and J. D.
Wall.
Jerry Smith, Jackson, Tenn.,
livestock specialist and veterinarian
for Wayne Feeds, was guest speaker for
the meeting.
_ Smith stressed conservation in his
address to, the co-op members, adding
"we must utilize Our - agricultural
products to barter for oil."
Smith's remarks were interspersed
with humor.
General manager John Edd Walker
said the co-op experienced its largest
growth in 10 years last year when it
acquired 752 new members, raising the
total membership to 26,019.
Walker- - --also reported the
cooperative's new substation in Mar-
shall County is yvell under construction,
and will replace the 61-13 KV station
now in operation.
"This new substation will enable us to
provide better service for the eastern
and northern sections of Marshall
County," Walker said.
The new unit is expected to be in
operation before cold weather arrives.
The substation will cost about $750,000,
Walker continued, and "by building it
ourselves, we'll save $250,000."
The cooperative's manager said 412
home insulation interest-free contracts
have been signed, at a cost ob$164,198,
adding that members have repaid
$34,091.92 through May.
He also reminded the members that
the 5 per cent sales tax disappeared off
their residential bills as of June 1.
The treasurer's report indicated the
cooperative's net worth is $3,132,971.11,
and it has total assets of $20,315,101.10.
The cooperative has 2,440.25 miles of
distribution lines and serves members





FRANKFORT — The Kentucky
Department of Transportation has
approved a traffic signal installation
for Murray at the intersection of U.S.
641 IS. 12th Street) and Ky. 1550
(Glendale Road).
Materials, equipment and personnel
will be provided by the state Bureau of
Highways.
However, officials said the work may
take some Nene due to a backlog of






WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter appealed today for bipartisan
congressional support for his energy
proposals, and said he wants enactment
of his proposed "windfall profits" tax
before Congress begins its August
recess.
Carter's comments were reported by
Democratic and Republican
congressional leaders who attended a
White House breakfast meeting with
the president.
House Democratic Whip John
Brademas of Indiana said there ap-
peared to be "significant bipartisan
support" for,,the president's energy
proposals. Senate Democratic Leader
Robert Byrd of West Virginia was
quoted as telling Carter the mood of
Congress and the country was for ac-
tion.
But Brademas said some
Republicans were less than en-
thusiastic about parts of the president's
program, including the windfall profits
tax and a proposed Energy Security
Corporation to spur the search for new
energy sources.
Sen. John Tower, R-Texas, said he
was unhappy that Carter had "left the
private sector out too much" from his
energy plans..
Brademas, however, predicted ap-
proval of oil taxes and a standby
gasoline rationing plan before Congress
recesses Aug. 4.
Assistant Senate Republica:v. Leader
Ted Stevens of Alaska said Cartm
wants Congress to give him "the
broadest possible" authority to ration
gasoline in the event of a national
emergency, without provision for a
congressional veto — a condition not
likely to sit well with many legislators.
The House already has approved the
windfall profits tax Carter wants on the
oil industry, but it is not clear how
swiftly the Senate is prepared to act.
The House is expected to vote before
the recess on gasoline rationing, which
the Senate approved earlier this year.
The original Carter rationing plan was
defeated by the House in May.
The president also was reportedly
pianning to hold highlevel talks on
personnel changes that could find
longtime aide Hamilton Jordan with
more authority- over the White -House
staff. The Washington Star today
quoted White House sources as
predicting domestic adviser Stuart
Eizenstat and press secretary Jody
Powell also would be given more power
in the expected staff shakeup.
The president's Sunday speech was
forceful, clear and eloquent, Sen. Alan
Cranston of California, the second-
ranking Senate Democrat, said Mon-
day
But Republican Sen. S.I. Hayakawa
of California said the address, "like
most Sunday sermons," would be
forgotten in a day's time.
In a question-and-answer session
with union members in Detroit Mon-
, day, Carter acknowledged he has lost
close touch with ordinary citizens.
"I've learned my lesson," he told the
annual convention of the Com-
munications Workers of America.
He declared he would spend more
.time listening to Americans
everywhere and said that in the 1976
campaign, "I had to do that or I
wouldn't have been elected."
Earlier, before the National
Association of Counties in Kansas City,
Mo., he ,. said, "We can arktitlwill
regroup."
And, inviting questions in Detroit, he
promised to "open the government
process so that the fresh air of America
can blow through Washington."
Both audiences received Carter
enthusiastically, giving him %ding
&ovations in mid-appearance.
The unspoken goal of the campaign-
like oratory, following 12 days of
cloistered consultations at Camp
David, Md., is to revive Carter's
troubled., presidency and boost his
reelection chances next year.
He used the Kansas City appearance
to detail his energy blueprint;which he
said would cost $142 billion through
1980.
Theey, he said, would come from
an eitax on oil industry profits that ,
the White House is confidant will soon
be approved by the Senate. It has
already passed the Hodse.
Some of Monday's most enthusiastic
applause came when Carter promised
to keep oil companies in line.
If they do not cooperate with his ef-
forts, he said, "we will not hesitate to
'use the authority that I have to require
the oil companies to meet the basic





City officials have announced that
Industrial Road will be closed from
Main Street (Ky. 941 to the curve near
National Lumber Co. beginning at noon
today.
The road will be closed to through
traffic all day Wednesday for the
correction of a drainage problem in the
area, city officials said.
The officials said the road should he
reopened to through traffic by Thur-
sday morning and that local traffic to
and from businesses in the area would
be allowed during the interim.
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MURRAY CLASS CELEBRATES — The Murray High School Class of 19
69 celebrated its
10 year reunion on Saturday, June 23, opening with a family
 hour at 11 am. at the
Murray Middle School. Gift certificates from Lad & Lassie were 
given to oldest and
youngest child present who were Danette Roberts, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Danny
(Martha Hendon) Roberts, oldest, and Christopher Snider, son of
 and Mrs. Mark
(Donna Shirley) Snider, youngest. A social hour and banquet were 
held that evening at
the Jaycee Civic Center with Dakota Feed and Grain caterin
g the event. Bill Pasco,
class president, was master of ceremonies. Ernie Williams gave the invocat
ion, and
Johnny Gingles gave the financial report. Special guests were Mr
. and Mrs. Donald
Jones and Mr. and Mrs. Eli Alexander. Mrs. Jones was a class sponsor 
and Mr. Alex-
ander was principal when the class graduated. Anita McDowell Poynor 
presented the
following awards: Cindy Humphreys Ragsdale, married longest; Greg Wi
lson, married
shortest; Dale Nanny, traveled fartherest; Sheila Tidwell Harrison, most 
children; Dana
Gish, most changed male; Sandra Darnell Wright, most changed femal
e; John Mark
hi*, least changed male; Glenda Canady Carrol, least changed fem
ale. A dance
followed the banquet with music Ico, the Mike Brame Disc
o Show. Members of the reu-
nion planning committee were Johnny Gingles, Jan
 Reagan Chase, Rosemary Scott
Graham, Ann Hart Chrismanand Anita McDowell
 Poynor. Class members present
were, left to right, front row, Marilyn Lasater Aubrey
, Sheila Tidwell Harrison, Patricia
Bland Ballard, Glenda Canady Carroll, Cindy Hump
hreys Ragsdale, Debbie Kelley
Branch, Jennifer Trotter Hewlett. Donna Shirley Snider, Debbie
 Edmonds Tucker, San-
dra Darnell Wright; second row Rick Norswo
rthy, Anita McDowell Poynor, Paula
Owens Compton, Brenda Harrison Wilson, Debbie 
Jones Bell, Donna Jones Stinson,
Brenda Ladd Turner, Mary Matararzo Bryant, Debb
ie Steele Moss: Martha Hendon
Roberts, Bonnie Johnson Morganti, Rosemary Scott Grah
am, Jan Reagan Chase, Ann
Hart Chrisman; third row, Jim Bryant, Barry Thomas, Dale 
Nanny, Leslie Humphreys,
Ron Smith, Dana Gish, Gary Taylor, John Mark Hale,
 Mike Stalls, Johnny Gingles, Ernie,
Williams; fourth row, Steve Compton, Greg Wilson, Dwain B
ell, David Buckingham,
Terry Hart, Steve Payne, Steve Knight, Denny Nall, Mi
ke Ward, and Bill Pasco.
Photo bs Carter Studio
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HEALTH
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D..
Skin care
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
know what blackheads are
and how to help get rid of
them. My question is how do
you get rid of whiteheads
  .__and wtiat causes them to
break out?
- . DEAR READER —if you
know what causes black-
heads, you know what
causes whiteheads. They're
basically the same thing.
They're a core of fatty acids
formed by your skin glands.
This little core of fat may
have some pigment from
your skin at the top of it or
the fats may be affe,cted by
oxygen so that they change
color.
Many people make the
mistake of thinking that a
blackhead means dirt.
..That's not true at all and You
can't usually wash them off
like you would wash off dirt
• • •
Seniors
You do have a choice where you have your
senior pictures mode.
Special Price On Senior Packages -
Coll or Come By
ARTCRAFT PHOTOGRAPHY
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because the discolored fat is
just below the surface of the
skin. If it's not pigmented
then it's a whitehead.
The treatment is exactly
the same. The best approach
at home is merely to wash
the face two or three times a
day with warm water and a
mild soap. Soak it thorough-
ly. Some doctors recom-
mend a degreasing soap.
You can also sponge off the
face with alcohol sponges to
help remove the excess oil
formation by your skin
glands.
I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 8-2,
Acne Can Be Treated, to
give you more information
on the whole problem of
blackheads, whiteheads and
pimples. Other readers who
want this issue can send 50
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it. Send your request to me,
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New • York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — In
one of your columns you
referred to whether pills
were dissolved or not when
you took them and you sug-
gested that perhaps some
pills should be crushed be-
fore they are taken. My wife
and I are both in our 70s and
a few years ago we had an
experience that made me
;vividly recognize this prob-
lem.
We live in a semirural
area and had our septic tank
cleaned. When the tank was
pumped out and the operator
was finished, I looked inside
and there on the bottom of
the tank were huodreds of
vitamin and minerdil tablets.
I retrieved some of them and
was able to identify the bone
meal, liver, Dolomite and B
complex. Ever since then all
the vitamin tablets that have
been taken in our household
have been chewed before
being swallowed.
I brought this to ttip atten-
tion of the manufaclurer and
he said our system was
lacking in acid. This may be
but the truth is we didn't get
the benefit from the vitamin
and mineral pills that we
had expected.
DEAR READER.— I in-
cluded your letter in my
column to highlight your
point. The problem is even
worse than you think. Not
only are some vitamin pills
passed through the digestive
system without any benefit
to the person who swallowed
them but excess water solu-
ble vitamins that are di-
gested and enter the body
are eliminated in the urine.
You're not going to see those
on the bottom of the septic
tank. The penchant that
some people have to take
large amounts of unneces-
sary vitamins has led to the
comment that Americans
have the richest ' and most
expensive urine in the world
These remarks are not
meant to indicate that peo-
ple shouldn't have an ade-
quate amount of vitamins
As I've said before, I like
people to get these in a well-
balanced diet. You're not
likely to find a well-balanced
diet on the bottom of the
septic tank either
611
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We Write Air Tickets For All Atriums While You Wait
I NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICESII
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By Abigail Van Buren
Slob Story
DEAR ABBY: My husbard's mother had been a widow for
a long time. About two years ago she married a nice-looking,
quiet man none of us knew. They live only a few miles from
us but we ribver visit therm and neither do any of her other
four children who live in this area. The reason is one you will
probably not' believe: Mom husband smells like he hasn't
had a bath in 50 years! I itf7i not kidding. Their house is an
absolute pigsty; every piece of furniture in the place smells
to high heaven. -Nobody cares to eat or drink in their house
because the smell spoils their appetite.
Mom was in the hospnal for three weeks recently, and
every day we'd take her t.usband to the hospital with.us
a 25-mile drive). He,smelled so bad we had to keep all the car
windows open.
My husband even told nim flat out that people were com-
plaining, and to please'clean himself up, but he got mad and
refused to do anything about it.
The merchants in town complain about him, but they carrq
keep him out. They spray after he leaves. Abby. what can
we do?
HOLDING OUR NOSES IN W. VA.
DEAR HOLDING: The man must be mentally ill. And his
wile has either lost her sense of smell or she's as sick as he
is. This is a case for a doctor. For goodness' sake, don't just
hold your noses: hold s family conference and get some
dtedical advice!
DEAR ABBY: Ten years ago, before I met the man I mar-
ried 11'11 call him Bob), he got a girl pregnant.' Bob was in the
service in San Diego at the time.
The girl went to a home for unwed mothers in Seattle, had
the baby la girl) and gave it up for adoption. She named Bob
as the baby's father.
My qoestiens: When this child grows up, do we have any
responsibility for her? Can she locate us if whe wants to?
Does she have any claim on my husband's estate if he dies
before I do?
We have children of our own. Our wills read: "To all our
surviving children...." Is tills illegitimate daughter con-
sidered a surviving child of my husband's?
Bob told me that he has no real proof that this is really his
child. He said he didn't love the girl, but he did sleep with
her one weekend exactly nine months before the baby was
born, so he could be the father.
Where do we stand?
NEEDS TO KNOW
DEAR NEEDS: You could be standing right behind the
eight ball—or Ins safety zone, depending on what state you
live in. IThe laws differ.1 Your questions are intelligent.
Consult a lawyer. It could be the best investment you ever
made.
DEAR ABBY: I am in lo..e with a divorcee and want to
marry her. She says she loves me, too, but doesn't want to
get married again because, if she does, her ex will not have
to pay her any more alimony. She frankly admits that it's
not the money — she just wanusto punish him by making him
pay as long as she lives.
I am not rich, but I could support her well enough so that
she wouldn't have to go to work.
How can I get her to char.,{e her mind?
IN LOVE IN ST. CHARLES
DEAR IN: You probably can't. And-wou could be lucky.
If you need help in wraisg letters of sympathy, con-
gratulations or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letters for all 1)(iasions." Send SI and a long,
stamped 128 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, ( aid. 90212.
FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
SHARON CARLISLE, Miaow ism. weinherloril,
Outside Soler Consultants Irria..05. Ms*, PA•riori• M. 406`
711 Main St., Murray 753-GOGO (4646)
OPEN 9 AM TO 5 PM MON, THOU FRI.
Vf i6
PADUCAH PATIENT
Charles Smith of Murray
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was Mrs. Roger Melton of
Murray.
Miss Nicks Is Honored
At The Thornton Home
Miss Trina Nicks, bride-
elect of Ken Cooper, was
honored with a brunch at the
home of Miss Sheri Thornton
on Saturday morning, June 23.
Other hostesses for the
event included Miss Krista
Kenndy, Miss Debbie McCord,
Mrs. Denise Seltzer, Mrs.
Susan Simmons, and Mrs. Gay
Robison.
Miss Nicks chose to wear an
off-white muslin dress with a
blouson top and flounced skirt.
The hostesses presented her
with a corsage of yellow silk
daisies.
After writing notes of
wisdom addressed to.. the
bride-to-be, brunch was
served to the guests from a
decorated table featuring the
colors of yellow and red. A
large cut watermelon illed
with various melon balls
servedais the focal point of the
table /
ausage balls, egg
casserole', party bacon and
rye, homemade biscuits and
jam, cinnamon rolls, punch,
and coffee completed the
buffet-style brunch.
Following the meal, Miss
Nicks opened her many gifts.
The hostesses presented the
honoree with a silver
casserole dish.
Local Dance Instructor Is
Teacher At Dance Masters
Mrs. Lyndia Cochran, local
dance instructor, recently
returned from New °flows,
La., where she was guest
teacher for the Southern
Association of Dance Masters.
The Murray teacher taught
teachers' classes for pre-
school children's work.
Joe Tremain was the
featured teacher. He is a
Hollywood choregrapher and
has worked with Barry
Manilow Special, Robert
Goulet, and Joey Heatherton
Summer Series.
Cristina Munro, now with
the Houston Ballet Company,
Was ballet mistress.
Approximately 400 teachers
and students from 12 states
were in attendance.
Miss Trina Nicks,
representing Trina's School of
Dance, Misses Chrittine
Spann and Jennifer Waldrup,
student teachers, Dale
Cochran, and Chad Cochran
also accompanied Mrs
Cochran. : -
From July 1 to 5 Mrs.
Cochran attended the Dance
Caravan in Las Vegas,
Nevada, and spent two days
studying at the Joe Tremain
Jazz Center in Los Angeles,
Calif.
I . PIER I IMPORTS is pleased to
announce that Karen Miller-
has chosen her home ac-
cessories from our Bridal
Registry for decorative ac-
cessories.
Pier 1 imports.,ore
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YOUR PRESENT NEEDS WE ARk
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Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
Events at Murray-Calloway
County Fair will include
Holstein and Friesian Cattle
Show at 10 a.m. and
Demolition Derby at 7 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 4 p.m. at the lodge
hall. Note the early time due
to the concessionstand by the
assembly at the Murray-
Calloway County Fair.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Center.
Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church will
meet at 7:30 p.m. with Nancy
Bogard.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Center.
Clara BramleY will present
a program on nutrition at the
Douglass Community Center
at 12:30 p.m. after the noon
meal.
Hazel Community Center
opens at 10 a.m. for activities
by the Hazel Senior Citizens
with lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Murray Senior Citizens
Activities will be held from 10
a.m. to 3 'p.m. at the Ellis
Community Centers..
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Murray Optimist Club will
meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston
Tea Party.
Tuesday, July 17
.Pianist F. Gayle Schmidt
who is on the faculty of
Baldwin-Wallae Conservatory
of Music and Cleveland State
University, will present a
concert at 8:15 p.m. in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price




County Fair will include
Jersey Cattle Show at 10 a.m.,
Horse and Mule Pull at 1 p.m.,
Open Rabbit Show at 5 p.m.,
and Family Nite and Tractor
Pull at 7 p.m.
Tri-State Ladies Golf
Tournament will be held at the
Oaics Country Club.
First United Methodist Men
will have a Father-Son Outing
at the City-County Park at
6:30 p.m.
Legion of Mary will meet at
1:30 p.m. at the rectory, St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
Youth of Memorial Baptist
Church will have a cook-out at
the City-County Park at 6:30
p.m.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Quilting
Lore from 1 to 3:30 p.m. at
Empire Farm; How We Study
History from 2 to 4 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850: Animal
Tracks at 2:30 p.m. and
Moonlight Discovery at 8:30
p.m., both at Center Station.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 10 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Murray Senior
Citizens.
Twilight Cabaret and
Lakeside Singers will present
separate performances at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
\ BOYER
TREE SERVICE
We specialize in removal of
diseased, dead, damaged,
unwanted trees. Dead trees
are dangerous. Don't wait







for appointment and free estimate)
KING OF VALU-Eil
Wednesday, July 18
Swim Guest Day for seventh
to ninth grades will be held at
the Oaks Country Club.
Public performance by
Summer Puppetry Caravan
will be at 3 p.m. in the garden




Women's Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant with Miss Clara
Eagle as guest speaker.
Monthly luncheon at
Calloway County Public
Library will be at 12 noon with
the program by the Surruner
Puppetry Caravan. Reser-
vations at $1.25 should be
made by Wednesday.
Junior golf will be at 9 a.m.
at the Murray Country Club.
Men's Stag Night will be
held at 6 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club with Larry
Robinson, Raz Villanova, Bob
Billingon, and Dick Bidewell
in charge of the
arrangements.
Betty Sledd Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Cindy Turn-
bow at 9 a.m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Church will meet at 7
p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. with
the officers to meet at 7 p.m.
at the lodge hall, North 16th
Street Extended.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 10 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens.
Knights of Columbus will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Gleason
Hall, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Thursday, July 19
First night of production,
"Peter Pan," will be
presented by the Murray-
Calloway Co. Community
Theatre at the City-County
Park on Arcadia off Highway
61 North. Admission is $3,
adults, and $1.50 for senior
citizens and children under 12.
"Goodbye Charlie" will be
presented by the Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre at the
Murray State University
Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission is
$2.50, adults, and $1.50 for
children and adults over 65.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Junior
Naturalist from 8:30 a.m. to 12
noon, and Introduction to
Nature Study at 2:30 p.m.,
both at Center Station.
Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees' Fair events will
include Kiddies Day at 1 p.m.,
4-H and FFA Dairy show at 6




In Oaks Golf Play
Carolyn Caldwell was
medalist in the championship
flight at the regular ladies day
golf play on Wednesday, July
11, at the Oaks Country Club,
according to Mable Rogers,
golf hostess.
Second place in the
championship flight went to
Mary Bogard and low putts to
Vicki Nance.
Winners in the first flight
were Burlene Brewer, first,
Carita Lamb, second, and
Murrelle Walker, low putts.
Second flight winners were
Jeannie Morgan, first, Ada
Sue Roberts, second, and
Doris Rose, low putts.
Peggy Noel was first in the
third flight with Carolyn Lane
and Sherry Mohon tieing for
second and Mohon winning.
Low putts went to Polly Seale.
Winners in the fourth flight
were Barbara McCuiston,
first, Doll Redick, second, and
Mary Wells, low putts.
The Oaks Club will be host
for the Tri-State Ladies Golf
Tournament on Wednesday,
July 18.
Mrs. Danny Osbron Feted
At Special Bridal Events
Prenuptial ccurtesies- ex-
tended to Mrs. Danny Osbron,
the former Barbara Keel,
included the following:
Mrs. Gerald McClain and
Misses Deanna and Christine
McClain opened their home at
207 North 18th Street,
Mayfield, for a. bridal af-
ternoon party. Assisting as
hostesses, were Mrs. Noble
Pickard, Mrs. Ralph Pickard,
Mrs. James Rule, and Mrs.
James Pickard.
Rainbow corsages were
pinned at the shoulders of the
bride-elect and her mother,:
Clearance
SALE
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Mrs. Fred Keel.
Miss Stephanie Rule at-
tended the register table,
which was covered with a
yellow linen cloth, and cen-
tered with the bride's wedding
book. A floral arrangement of
roses was on the table and at
other vantage points
throughout the home.
The refreshment table was
covered with a. lovely lace
cloth. A beautiful
arrangement of silk rosebuds,
flanked by tapers in can-
delabrum, was in the center of
the table. Party sandwiches,
rainbow mints, nuts, and
punch were served from silver
and crystal appointments.
Hostesses gifts were of the
bride's chosen pottery,
crystal, placemats, napkins
and rings, a serving tray, and
the floral arrangement from
the refreshment table.
A breakfast at the Holiday
Inn in Murray was hosted by
Mrs. Codie Caldwell, Mrs. Rue
Overby, Mrs. Glen Hodges,
and Mrs. Allen McCoy.
Roses were pinned at the
shoulders of the bride, her
mother, Mrs. Fred Keel, her
grandmother, Mrs. Lessie
Pickard, and the groom's
sister, Mrs. Tommy McClure.
The table was centered with
an arrangement of hses,
where a delicious meal was
served. The bride was
presented with a recipe tile
that contained the hostesses'
favorite recipes.
An informal personal
shower, given by Mrs. Ke1th
Doughty, was held at the
Community Room of the
Federal Savings and Loan
building in Murray.
Refreshments were chips
and dips, popcorn. pimiento
cheese on crackers, Cokes and
punch. •
The honoree opened her
numerous gifts.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Michael Nichy of Murray




Censer 1"*" 1st 10"
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR WEDNESDAY, JULY 18, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIE—S
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) ent:A
Optimism about a pleasure
trip, creative project or
romantic interest is justified.
Family interests too are
favored.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20 ) de(kr-71P-1-
You'll come to a domestic
decision that makes the whole
family happy. Financial gains
from real estate ventures are
possible. You're articulate.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Banish hidden doubts about





June 21 to July 22) 00
Matters of friendship and
social life have you in a
buoyant mood, but watch
Icareless thinking about
finances. Be a bit skeptical.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22 ) f2f4f
Intuition may be faulty re
career. Do further research.
Your expressive manner wins
you the admiration of others.
Optimism prevails.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) IIPA
You'll come up with the
right answers through con-
templation. Friends at a
distance provide a needed
spark to your social life.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Check with superiors about
investment planning. Scin-
tillating exchange of ideas
with friends. New contacts
share your interests.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 11/
Presentation of ideas brings
career benefits and possible
financial remuneration. Be
attentive to the creative
thoughts of close ones
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21i
Once you put your mind to
it, you'll accomplish much at
work. Travel plans proceed
without a hitch. News from
afar is encouraging.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 10/
Sidestep dubious in-
volvements based on wishful
thinking. Fun activities with




(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Save time for home im-
provement projects. Part-
nership accord leads to in-
spirational thinking. Good
fellowship marks this happy
day.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Discussions at work are
fruitful. Capitalize on
creativity: Local visits should
prove entertaining. Spon-
taneity should be encouraged.
44as.a
YOU BORN TODAY are
anxious for success and
talented in many fields. Art,
science, religion, writing, and
the theater are .-vocations in
which you'll find happiness.
Your greatest success comes
when you learn to specialize
and rely on your intellect to
achieve competence in your
field. Emotional as well as
mental, you are drawn to
public service. An efficient
administrator, you combine
practicality with
humanitarianism and are a
good conserver of the public
welfare. You do not like to be
interfered with and have a
good &Rical sense, especially
of society and its values.
Birthdate of: John Glenn,
astronaut; William




Miss Kathy Joyce Lovett,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy Lovett of Murray, has
completed plans tor her
marriage to Kenneth Male
Erwin, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Dale Erwin of Hazel.
The ceremony will be
solemnized on Saturday, July
2.1, at 8 p.m. at the Kirksey
United Methodist Church with
the Rev. John A. Jones of-
ficiating.
Miss Lovett has chosen Miss
Belinda Smith as her maid of
honor. Bridesmaids will be
Miss Teresa Paschall, Miss
Conda Stubblefield, and Miss
Kim Erwin. Miss Amanda
Pierce will be the flower girl.
Mr. Erwin has chosen Ricky
Cunningham as his best man.
Groomsmen will be Kevin
Lovett, Terry Lassiter, and
David Thorn. Ushers will be
Keith Lovett and Kerry
Erwin. The ringbearer will be
Leslie James.
Michael Jones of Mayfield
will present a program of
music, while Miss Laura
Fones, accompanied by Miss
Angela Manning, will sing
"The Lord's Prayer."
Mrs. Don Paschall will
direct the wedding.
A reception will follow the
ceremony in the church
fellowship hall.
Only out of town invitations
will be sent. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend
both the wedding and the
reception.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Edward Housden of Hazel
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Willard Knott of Dexter has




GOLDEN POND, KY - Unite with long-time friends and
family for friendship renewal and warm hospitality during
the eighth annual Between The Rivers Homecoming, August
12.
This special celebration will be at the old Fenton Airstrip
just east of the gggner's Ferry Bridge on U.S. Highway 68.
Rain or shine, all people who lived in the area now known as
Land Between The Lakes and their guests are expected to at-
tend.
The planning committee and TVA are anticipating a record
Crowd this year with a special interest from out-of-state
visitors. A member of Land Between The Lakes staff will be
present to welcome the people andto join in the good food and
fellowship.
Basket lunches will be served at noon; everybody is asked
to bring ample food for their own families and guests. Also
bring your own lawn chairs. Water and restroorns will be
provided by TVA.
For additional information contact TVA, Land Between

























































MAKING ROOM FOR NEW FALL MERCHANDISE
Months & Toddlers




















$1 , 9 9 $ 2 9 9
Famous Make
Swimwear
Boys & Girls ,
7he ste CHILDREN'S FASHIONS
Coeadder
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Parenting Styles To Be Most Effective For Children





munication styles vary from
parent to parent. Responsive
parenting is most effective.
but often a parent plays the
commander general.
: psychologist, judge, preacher
or cynic.
A commander general
parent, for example, allows no
alternatives, keeps things well
under control-- and. _doesn't
permit children to express
negative feelings. His tools
usually are threats, orders
and commands.
This kind of parenting style
usually causes resentment,
rejection and hostility in
children. In essence, the
parent is saying that he or she
has all the rights and the
: children has none.
Parents who act like
. psychologists try to analyze a




wants to hear all the details in
order to be in a better position
to set the child straight. But
: this kind of superior position








will be honored with a special
program July 19 at Bell House
Senior Center, Sayre Avenue,
Lexington.
A picnic lunch will be served
at 12:30 to some 120 foster
grandparents. A puppet show
and games are also scheduled.
Foster grandparents
voluntarily give individual
attention to children who are
developmentally disabled
, with mental retardation,
, autiSm, cerebral palsy or
: epilepsy and who are served




will be presented to foster
grandparents who have par-
" ticipated in the program for
several years. Among those to
be honored is Mary Turner, a
foster grandparent at the
Outwood facility in Dawson
Springs. She has been in-
volved with the program since
its inception in 1967, longer
than any foster grandparent in
the state...
_ Kentucky's foster grand-
-parent program is funded by
ACTION, a federal agency,
with matching funds from the




FORT KNOX, Ky. AP ---
Military life continued as usual
at Fort Flnox, while the Balti-
more District of the Corps of
Engineers "slip lined" 13 miles
of plastic pipe to restore the
crumbling sewer system.
Polyethylene pipe was in-
serted, or slipped, through bro-
ken and root-infested clay and
, concrete sewer lines, passing
under homes with a minimum
of disruption. Without halting
training, other lines went under
the parade field of the Army
post, where 21-inch plastic pipe
was slipped through 24-inch
clay pipe.
With a population of 43,000,
Fort Knox is one of the most
heavily populated Army posts
in the United States.
Copier on
the blink?
Better see the new-very
reliable-A B Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 990 has allot the "most
wanted- features of ma-
chinessosting 50% more
--mclt.Mtng Me versatiiity
to make 11 x 17' copies.
copy both sides, and use






pronounces a child's guilt
before the verdict is in. The
only thing this parent is in-
terested in is "I'm right and
you're wrong."
Parents also use the
preacher or teacher style to
communicate with their
childrk. Lextures, complete
with moralization, allow for
only one-way communication.
The cynic parenting style
uses- sarcasm to make fun of
or belittle a child. For
example, a parent might say,
"When you get your own home
you can give the orders.
The problem with all of
these styles is that ordering,
directing, warning or
moralizing don't meet the
developmental nteds of
children. They do nothing to
help a child develop trust,
initiative, industry and the
ability to solve problems.
Instead, a child might end up
feeling mad and in-
secure.
The ni or effective
responsive • enting style is
gased mutual respect,
allowin both parent and child
exp ss feelings and ideas
honest l without fear or
'rejecti n
10
Tell the child you un-
derstand how he or she feels
and you understand why he or
she feels that way. Show
you're interested in the child's
feelings.
For example, a parent
might say, "You feel bored
with your project because it
doesn't challenge you." The
parent and child then can go
on to solve the problem with
much less antagonism than if
the parent said. "Do what
you're told to do because I said
so.
Following are some tips to
be a responsive COM-
municator
-Restrict talking to friendly
conversation and use a
respectful tone of voice. To
influence your child, use less
criticism and more positive
tone.
-Be both firm and kind.
Decide on a course of action
and- dOn't waiver, but be non-
judgemental and matter-of-
fact when applying the con-
sequences.
-Keep your control. Children
often try to gain control by
demanding special attention.
Responding with anger rarely
accomplishes anything
Chances. PI success are in.
creased by semaining calm
and matter-of-fact.
-Encourage children.
Recognize their efforts and
contributions, as well as ac-
complishments, and show you
understand how a child feels
when things aren't going well.
Unlike praise, encouragement
can be used even if the child
isn't successrul.
-Show mutual respect. A
parent should show faith and
confidence in a child and
respect for him as a human




PIER 1 IMPORTS is pleased to
announce that Trina Nicks has
chosen her home accessories











Murray, Ky. Phone 753-2380
# Sayings
Mrs. Overcharged
Take a trip to Byron's
will take to determine
return as needed to
needs.
Dr. Health
Discount Pharmacy (that's all it
our low every day savings), and













Good at Uncle Jeff's
and Byron's
MOPED
As Our Store Saves
You Money' Everyday
Our Give Away Represents
The Economy of
Our Savings
Drawing To Be Held
Sunday Afternoon July 22
4:00 p.m. Come in &
Register At Byron's
We can fill your prescriptions. Bring us your RX bottle. We will
call your doctor for the necessary transfer. Good at Uncle
Jeff's & Byron's
ARGUS *Use 126 Instant Load FiJm Cartridge
*Takes FlipFlosh For Indoor Pictures.




*Full One Year Warranty.














From Your Negative Good to July 30th
Phone 753-2380 for Rx Savings
RENE
1017 POWs
•••••••• 0.1.11 W. KAP
MU. MOO Mal UMICO












Of Oil Of Olay


















minor sore throat pain.





Limit 2 $ S
pick up a coupon at
Byron's and send off for
¶1.00 Refund _





All Prices Good thru Sunday
Except For Photo Finishing
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Shutter Virl, April. 412
College --Court, Murray,
Joy tier Boy i Donna l, 22 Red
Clark Dr.. Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Margot A. Perk .rtand..
Baby Boy; Rt. 6,- Mayfield,
Mrs. Patsy D. Parrish,
New Concord, Mrs. Holly F.
Mauzy, Bx. 42, Lynn Grove,
Lee Ann T. Bridwell, 1103
• Mulberry, Murray, Mrs.
Norma J. Matthews, B2, Fox
Meadows, Murray. Jesse N.
Davidson, 303 Church St.
Kenton, Tenn., • William E.
Dodson, Rt. 7, Murray., Kelly
G. Elliott, Rt. 5 Bx. 452D,
Murray, Mrs. Faye Arnold, P.
0. Bx. 1385, Paris, Tenn.,
David E. Borders, E20 Fox
Meadows, Murray, Mrs.
Cindy L. Horner, 1115
Chickasaw, Paris, Tenn., Ben
Humphreys, 1606 Hermitage,
Murray, Mrs. Pauline E.
Jones, 1701 Ryan, Murray,
011ie T. Easley, Rt. I, Murray,
Mrs. Rebecca Pruitt, Rt. 1,
AlinO, Glen Edwards, Bx. 113,
Hardin, Mrs. Treva M. Jones,
117 S. 13111, Murray, Mrs.
Velnia V. Tilliaeus, Fern
Terrace, Murray, Mrs.
Elizabeth G. Warren, Rt. 5,
Murray, Walter F. Brockwell,
29 Hillcrest Dr., Patis, Tenn.,
Mrs. Estella L. Haynes, Rt. 3
Bx. 194, Murray, Mrs.
Massolette Canon, Rt. 8 Bx.
1025, Murray, James H.




Westerman, Baby Boy, Rt. 2
Box 129B Stewart, Tenn.
Dismissals
Hubert M. Lawrence, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Wanda Fay Jones,
Rt. 8, Benton, Jimmy Prit-
chett, Rt. 1, Box 23, Dexter,
Henry Floyd Darnall, Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. Lucille Hargis,
Rt. 3 Box 165, Murray,
Florence Hedger, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray,
Thomas W. Smith, Rt. 8 Box
30, Murray, Mrs. Edna V.
Donelson, Rt, 3 Box 402,
Murray, Mrs. Brenda H.
Rowland, 1407-B Cardinal Dr.,
Murray, William C. Davis,. Rt.
5 Box 476, Murray.
SENSUOUS LIPS
For those occasions whe
you want to look a little sexi
paint a pout on ydurjp lth
gloss. Use two lip gloss sEides
from .the same color family.
Apply a medium to dark shade
on the upper lip and a slightly
lighter shade on the lower lip.
DAYT011111len
PLAYGROWID
Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida
Core to Daytona's Castaway,
the stats most complete play-
ground, for singles And families
alike. Check these features .
C 650 ft on Beach & Ocean
C 300 Rooms, Efficiencies,
Suites & Apartments
• to Restaurant & Lounge
c Night Club. Dancing &
Entertainment
C 2 Pools, Kiddie Pool &
Playground
c Volleyball & Shuffleboard
r Basketball, Game Room
C Sauna. Exercise Rooms
C Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
C Color TV & Refrigerator
Tennis & Golf PrIvtleges
C 65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service available
C Free chaise lounges
C Ample self parking
Lome play in our playground.
Its Daytona's most complete




2075 S Atlantic Ave
P.O. Box 7437 ' I
•—f -Dirrterre-erees14.. Fla. 3206
Ph. (904) 255-6461 - ri
! Please send new color
I brochure & rate sheet
Name 
I Street 






Celebrate the GRAND OPENING of the--Newest Minnens!
MINNENS OLYMPIC PLAZA
QRAND OPENING SALE
These Incredible Specials Are On Sale At Every Minnens Store!
SUMMER
SHORTS













A Tremendous Selection of Your Favorite Summer Pant Fashions'












Be! Air Center and_Olympic Plqza
Open Nights.till
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Low Down FROM THE Congressional
Record
(A C,;:ism). 'or Rea _ WA, .s.-oess't
Re" ew t 1.d Cuagres.r. -sista Record Daily
Fertilizer Trap Real
SENATOR HENRY BELLMON
(Okla.) "...A shortage of fuel is not the
most serious problem the United States
faces today. We face a far more
dramatic problem — growing depen-
dence on foreign sources for the fer-
tilisers used to produce our food.. The
fertilizers in question are those which
are nitrogen based. Nitrogen-based
fertilizers are produced from
anhydrous ammonia which is primarily
made from natural gas.
"In past years as the United States
was concerned about natural gas
shortages, Mexico, the Soviet Union
and oil-producing nations in the Middle
East flared their natural gas as a waste
product. In an attempt to put this
natural gas to good use, the United
States provided these nations with the
equipment and technology, necessary
to produce anhydrous ammonia.
"Because the natural gas was being
treated as a waste product, the cost of
the raw material in the anhydrous
ammonia was negligible, allowing
foreign producers to ship us ammonia
at a price far below U.S. costs of
manufacture...
In 1974, the price for anhydrous
ammonia was about $400 per ton.
Today, in large part because of cheap
foreign imports, the price os 685 per
ton, which is far below the price needed
for American plants to amortize their
costs. As a result 29 anhydrous am-
monia plants have closed in the United
States during the past 2 years. These
closing have come in Kansas, Texas,
Georgia, Ohio, Arizona, Oklahoma,
California. Louisiana, New Mexico and
West Virginia...
"As we have seen in our other
dealings with the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries
OPEC), dependence on foreign
sources of supply when we have our
own unrealized capabilities is a
dangerous matter. As our domestic
anhydrous ammonia fertilizer plants
continue to shut down, we are becoming
increasingly more dependent on un-
stable foreign sources of agricultural
fertilizer...
"A disruption in the flow of the
anhydrous ammonia supply could bring
catastrophe on this Nation. At a
minimum the United States would be
exposed to a second and more virulent
form of extortion... Bread lines will far
outreach gas lines.. It is my intention to





Congressmen didn't get serious about
the gasoline shortage entil they had to
wait in line at a gas station. They are
getting a fair warning regarding the
fertilizer situation. We hope that in a
few years someone won't have to say,"
I told you so!"
CLEVER, BUT WILL IT FIT THROUGH 7NE POOR 7
Capitol Ideas BY DONALD M. ROTHBERGAssociated Press Writer
Hayakawa's Votes
WASHINGTON (AP) — "Good
gosh," said Sen. S.I. Hayakawa. "I
voted.for him a couple qf times myself
in the course of my life:" •
Quite an admission for the California
,senator. The man he was talking about
:was Sen. Alan Cranston, 1)-Calif.
Hayakawa is a Republican and he's
actively looking for someone to run
against Cranston in 1980. Cranston has
responded by saying he doesn't think
, he'll have to look very hard for someone
.to run against Hayakawa in 1982.
At a recent news conference,
.Hayakawa was asked how his search
for a Cranston oprfonent was going.
The senator said he hadn't found
anyone ready to enter the race but "I
still have hopes for some of these
people."
Reporters then asked Hayakawa
:about claims by Cranston that he ex-
pects to receive support from
Republican businessmen.' .„
"Hem has always had considerable
support from some elements of the
13usiness community," said Hayakawa.
"What do you attribute that to?" the
senator was asked.
"Because he is very, very skillful in
making friends and getting contacts,"
:replied Hayakawa. "He is a real skillful
-politician. I don't take that away from
; Then Hayakawa admitted he had
Aged for Cranston when the Democrat
was California state comptroller and
Then when Cranston ran for the Senate
the first time.
y
Rep. John Burton, D-Calif., chaired a
House subcommittee hearing on the
DC-10 and made it clear he doesn't like
Langhorne Bond, who heads the
Federal Aviation Administration.
With television cameras recording
the event, Burton shouted and cursed at




In light of the persecution inflicted
upon Jews over the centuries - often by
their Christian neighbors - this prayer
try the eighteenth-century Rabbi Israel
of Kosnitz is particularly poignant:
LOrd of the world, 1 beg of you to
redeem Israel. And If you do not
want.to do that, then redeem the•
goyiin (gentiles).
, Rabbi Israel's prayer is found in
Martin Buber's Tales of the Hasidim:
IF,Airly masters, first published in 1946.
4
coverage in California on public
television.
Burton's mother watched and ap-
parently didn't like the way her son
behaved. She told him so.
A week later, Burton's subcommittee
met again with Bond as the main.
witness.
The chairman acted subdued. After a
while his temper began to flare.
Burton got it under control and
commented:
"It's amazing what can happen to you
when your mother watches public
television."
Defense Secretary Harold Brown was
making his second appearance in three
days before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee to testify on the
SALT II treaty. •
Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-Ill., began
his questioning of Brown by com-
menting that "this is the last time you'll
be testifying before this committee...."
Brown sighed and replied: -Sadly,
not."
1,1,tior 'In 'rho 141(lifsir
Ogr) 34ti D1E40 ONION/0 N:elLS3ERliCE JAE
tyarrott's Galley m.4 Garrnit_dada
A Lesson in Public Relations
Flavored With A Dash Of Hawaii
-J
In the wake of my recent account of
Leroy Eldridge's experience with the
"professional discount" and Texas
dentistry, comes this one — just the
'opposite — as experienced by Rex
Thompson, a frequent lunch companion
and director of business and financial
services at Murray State.
A few years ago, Rex's sister, Freida,
and her husband,.who is known simply
as "X", were stationed at Schofield
Barracks in Hawaii. He was manager
of most of the military officers clubs in
the islands.
"X" is now retired from the Army,
and they live in Killeen, Tex., which is
near San Antonio. Freida has an in-
teresting job. She works part-time with
the World Bridge Federation and
travels all over the world, on call,
setting up and supervising major
bridge tournaments.
Anyway, when they were in Hawaii,
Rex, his wife, Ann, and daughter, Jill,
flew out to the islands one day to spend
some time with them. As they left the
plane at Honolulu, a filling came out of
one of Rex's teeth. Although it was
merely a tiny thing, the hole it left felt
like he could drive a jeep into it.
+++
No big problem, his sister assured
him, just as Leroy's son had told him in
Conroe when he broke a tooth. They had
a dentist friend, she said, who could fix
him right up.
The next morning, he was at thE
dentist's office bright early. At the
appointed moment, the dentist, Dr. H.
L. Masunagi, a Japanese-American,
swept into the office, and, within a
matter of minutes, had the tooth filled.
He was gone almost as swiftly as he
arrived, Rex recalls, moving on
elsewhere in the office to work 6n some
other patient.
Getting out of the chair and going
back to the outer office and up to the
secretary's desk, Rex, reaching for his
billfold and fully expecting to pay
through the nose for the service,
especially emergency service, asked
how much he owed.
+++
"There's no charge, sir," the yog
lady said, glancing at the slip the doctor
had handed Rex.
"No charge!" exclaimed Rex.
"There must be some mistake. I just
had a filling put in back there."
Apparently overhearing the con-
versation from an adjoining office, the
little doctor stuck his head into the
room at that moment and with a smile
proclaimed, "That's right, sir, there's
no charge. You're a visitor to our
islands, and we want you to have a
happy holiday."
When he got back to Murray, Rex, as
did Leroy, checked the job out with his
local dentist. In Rex's case, it was
Castle Parker, who, after inspecting
the filling, pronounced the Hawaiian's
job an excellent one.
-ft must have been," Rex laughed.
'I've still got it."
+++
The other day, a personable young
fellow by the name of Bill Noll was on
the Murray State campus reviewing all
of the University's student aid
programs. He's a programs officer with
the U.S. Office of Education in Atlanta.
During some idle chit-chat with
director Johnny McDougal and his
associates, Noll came up with what he
termed the three most frequently told
lies known to man:
— "I tell my wife what to do."
— "I put a check in the mail
yesterday," and
— "I'm from the federal govern-
ment, and I'm here to help you."
++
After I shared with you my recent
encounter with the wasps while 20 feet
up on a ladder, Rob Ray was quick to
Hubbard Says Thanks
Dear Editor:
Jrtyce and I would like to express our
,appreciation to the citizens across
Kentucky who extended us their kind-
ness, hospitality and support during my
recent campaign her governor.
It was a rare privilege for me to
campaign in all 120 counties and
establish friendhsip ties with thousands
of Kentuckians from Hickman to
Paintsville and Newport to Mid-
dlesboro.
The experiences of the past few
months tilve made me realize that the
ests_ for s bright and prosperous
future Tor Kentucky do indeed exist.
Even though I was not successful in
this, my first statewide race, I will
always cherish the friends and sup-
porters I have in each county. This, in
1979, is new for me and a victory for any
Kentuckian.
I continue to work in Washington as 'a
Member of the 96th Congress for those
goals and principles which are best for
Bible Thought
And all the earth sought to Solomon,
to hear his wisdom, which God has put
in his heart. 1 Kings 10:24.
Wisdom is a gift of God. When used
, wisely, wisdom is a blessing for all.
our state and nation.
- ---I congratulate my former opponent,
John Y. Brown; Jr., upon his winning
the May 29 primary and support him
enthusiastically as the Democratic
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call with the same remedy Cathryn
suggested when I came down off the
ladder.
She learned it on her folks' place out
near Syrnsonia in Graves County. Rob
said his morn always whipped it up
whenever he'd get stung on his boyhood
place out near Kirksey.
It's the baking soda and vinegar
remedy. It's simple to make and use,
too. They both are strongly convinced
that it's the very thing to take the
poison of a bee, wasp or hornet sting
out.
You simply mix the vinegar into the
baking powder until you have a paste.
Then apply that to the sting area. They






By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
tamest 1111
-4* •-••-•-•-•-•44++++++4
SO did the county join the fun -of progress. J. W. 'Imes began
work on a handsome two story brick business building in Alma.
W. F. Russell opened a pottery at Pottertown, employing a large
force of hands. Fiscal court representatives went to Frankfort to
protest the 20 per cent increase in assessments. The fruits of their
efforts materialized when only a 10 per cent was levied while all
other. counties in the area got stuck with the 20 per cent levy.
According to the forecasters of, doom, all progress would come
to a standstill on the night of May 18, 1910, when Earth would sail
into the path of Halley's Comet, offering an unparallelled sight-for
205 minutes as the pod Earth "filtered through the gaseous head
and immersing itself in the stream of fire." Adding to ,the tumult
of mystery awaiting countians, scientists contended: "It is hinted
that 14e, Earth, due to movements by Halley's Comet, may Uwe-the
thrill of seeing stars fall as they did in 1833, two years before the
last visitation of the comet." It was a fearful night never to be for-
gotten by those who took heed of the forecasters dire predictions.
There were more family prayers held that night than had been
held all together in previous history. Most every front yard resem-
bled a brush arbor meeting with not a person unprepaled for the im-
pending holocaust. What promised to be an apocalypse for the
devout fizzled opt" to an all night wake with nothing - happening
except a slight glimmer of the comet near sunup.
The editor of the Murray Ledger commented the following day:
"Good morning: did you get your share of the comet's tail Anyhow
-
the comet got a few old sinners, to their knees the past few days
that had not been there before for the same purpose since the-comet
was here upon its last visit."
To Be Continued
Editor's Note: To determine the number of hard-bound books
of "The Story of Calloway County, 1822-1976" to be printed, the
authors request tlidt prospective bUyers indicate number of books
desired at an estimated cost of $15 a copy. Do NOT :fend Ani-money!
Printing is to begin this fall and completion anticipated by Septem-
ber, 1980. Mail request postcard to Dorothy and Kerby. Jennings,
221 N. 13th Street, Murray, Ky. 42071.
--Looking-Baek-
10 I ears Ago
James S. Cochran, 011ie T Easley,
James M. Myatt, Hugh T. Raspberry,.
and Donnie W. Underhill were inducted
into the United States Army in the July
14th draft call from Calloway County,
according to Mrs. Gussie Adams,
executive secretary of Local Board No.
10, Selective Service.
Paul Jerry Lee was winner of the 1969
Chevy II given by the Murray Jaycees
at the Murray-Calloway County Fair.
He is pictured with Cindy Alexander,
Fair Queen, James Johnson, emcee,
and Van Waugh and John Youngerrnan
of the Jaycees.
A new book, Newspaper Organization
and Management, has been published.
It is co-authored by Dr. Herbert Lee
Williams of Memphis, Tenn., formerly
of Murray, and Frank W. Rucker.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Sturdivant of
Paris, Tenn., parents of Mrs. Lester
(Myra) Nanny of Murray, will observe
their golden wedding anniversary on
July 24.
A special 16 page section entitled
-Apollo Moon Landing Guide," is
published with today's issue of The
Ledger & Times.
20 Years Ago
Eight Murray Girl Scouts have
returned from the Internatonal Girl
Scout Roundup at Colorado Springs,
Colo. They were Sally Sprunger, Nancy
Ryan, Lynnette Lassiter, Diane Lar-
son, Kay Winning, Tina Sprunger,
Carol Quertermous, and Susue Outland,
Scouts, with Mrs. Arlo Sprunger as
leader. A special report, written by
Diane Larson, is published today.
The Rev. Jackie Geurin, pastor of the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church, Prin-
ceton, will be the speaker at the revival
at the Elm Grove Baptist Church
starting July 20.
Mrs. Charles Elder, the former
Margaret Ruth Atkins, and Torn Tate
Will be presented in a piano and vocal
recital tonight at the Fine Arts
Building, Murray State College.
Cynthia Thornton was honored at a
party in celebration of her first bir-
thday on July 12 by her parents, Mr
and Mrs. Joe Pat Thornton,
30 Years Ago
A large crowd was on hand yesterday
on the court square in downtown
Murray,to watch the Beferd Limestone
front take shape at the Peoples Bank,
Fifth and Main Streets.
Pvt. Hillman Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Han l Jones, Murray, is currently
assigned with the Provisional Com-
pany, No. 2, Camp Edwards, Mass.
Bill Sledd, Bob Neale;, Billy Gene
Cohoon, James Raines, Hugh T.
Rushing, Clem Collins, Solon
Carraway, Donnie McCord, Gene
Williams, Glen Neale, Robert Young,
Glynn Walton, and Harry Furches were
. Murray boys attending the Woodmen of
the World Boys of Woodcraft Camp at
the Kentucky Wesleyan College.
The Rev. F. H. Bingham of Central
City will be the speaker at the revival
services to be held at the North Fork
Baptist Cheitch. , •. -
The Bank of Murray lists assetS of





By The Associated Press . '-
Today is Tuesday, July 17, the 198th
day of 1979. There ire 167 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history: .
On this date in 1938, the Spanish Civil '
War began as General Francisco -
: Franco led army forces in a revolt
against Spain's government.
On this date:
In 1821, Spain ceded Florida to the
United States.
In 1898, during the Spanish-American
War, the Slianiards surrendered to the
Americans at Santiago, Cuba.
In 1917, during World War I, the
13ritish royal family changed its name
from Hanover to Windsor.
In 1955, Arco, Idaho, became the first
community in the world to receive all
its light and power from atomic energy. ,
,...--s In 1958, British paratroopers landed z :0' ,,
fe,
In Jordan at the request of King'.
Hussein as he attempted to keep order.
In 1967, United Nations observers 
4
began supervising a cease-fire between .4'... .
Israel and Egypt after the Six-Day
War, taking up positions on both banks -1':
of the Suez Canal.
Ten years ago: The U.S. Apollo XI
astronauts passed the halfway point on
their 250-thousand-mile flight to land on 16--, -
the moon, and a Soviet spacecraft, , ;:„,..
Luna 11, went bite Oihit-iiround the -1,-* •
moon..._
'Five years itifir . A bomb was ex- -,;,..•;;,
ploded in the historic Tower of London, ".'-':/,
killing one tourist and injuring more
than 40.:
One year ago. Leaders of seven in-
dustrial 'nations, meeting in Bonn,
Germany, agreed to cut off air traffic to
any country that failed to extradite
airline hijackers and return the planes-.
promptly. ,-
Todpy's birthday:, Actor James-
Cagney is 75 years old.
Thought for today: We are only cave
men who have lost their cave —
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Good Knight?
Sports
Opinions Differ When Discussing
The Controversial Hoosier Coach
EDITOR'S NOTE - Bob-
by Knight is considered
one of the country's best
college basketball
coaches. But his career
from West Point through
last week's Pan Am Games
has been marked by con-





The coach, who knows it all,
approaches a gangly teen-
ager, who thinks he does. The
coach asks the kid to run as
fast as he can to the other end
uf the basketball court, touch
the rim and come back.
The kid struts his stuff as
fast as he can.
"Not bad," said the coach.
"Eleven seconds. Now do it
again."
This time, the coach is on
the kid's heels every step of
the way, Screaming up and
down the court.
"C'mon...Hustle...Move.
he barks, commanding the kid
into a faster gear.
At the end of the second run,
the kid looks befuddled. He's
puffing a lot harder now. The
coach puts his arm around
him and stares at his stop-
watch. "Now which time do
you think was faster?"
The kid, not so strident any
more, says sheepishly "the
second."
The coach smiles. "pine
seconds," he says.
Bobby Knight, considered
by many to be the best
basketball coach in the
country, has made his point.
And if the kid can overcome
the shock to his bruised ego,
he will have learned a lesson.
It doesn't matter that this
wasn't Indiana University,
where Knight gets to teach
quality players. It was a
summer basketball camp for
teenagers. But the
motivational technique and
results are the same.
In six years as head coach at
Army and eight years at
Indiana, the 38-year-old
Knight has never had one of
his players make, All-Pro in
the National Basketball
Association or an all-rookie
NBA team. Yet, these players -
in conege gave him 200 career
victories by the time he was
35. He now shows a mark of
284-103.
Last season, his Indiana
squad — weakened by injuries
and suspensions for smoking
marijuana and without a
single All-American player —
won the NIT basketball
is that Indiana doesn't cheat,"
says Abe Lemons of Texas.
"But that sonavagun thinks he
can take five guys off a street
corner and beat you."
Knight's players are fun-
damentally sound and team-
oriented, otherwise they
aren't Knight's players. His
"Sure he yells and screams a lot, but he's
doing it for a purpose. He had my attention at
all times." Steve Downing
"He treated me like a piece of meat.. .1 was
intimidated, and I don't feel I deserved it one
bit." Rick Valavicius
championship. When the
season was over, a computer
ranking service called
Knight's nine-man team the
second best in the country
behind Michigan State.
Yet Knight isn't judged by
his court achievements alone.
Everywhere he goes con-
troversy hangs over him
because of his volatile nature
and his strong-armed
motivational techniques.
At the recent Pan American
Games the spotlight again fell
on Knight, coach of the U.S.
basketball team. The U.S. was
beating the Virgin Islands by
35 points when Knight hotly
disputed a charging call. He
was ejected from the game
and forced to apologize to
representatives of the in-
ternational basketball
feder'ation.
Then he got into an alter-
cation last week with a San
Juan policeman over the use
of a practice facility. Knight
wound up in jail for a short
time, and the coach and the
cop filed assault and battery
accusations against each
other. Knight faces as much
as six months in jail if con-
victed; Knight's complaint




oversized egos or statistics.
And the consensus of coaches
is that, in a sport tainted by
recruiting violations, Knight
doesn't bend the rules.
"The only thing I'm sure of




are hustle, intelligence and
patience. Practices are fast-
paced with players skinning
elbows and knees diving for
balls.
"Sure he yells and screams
a lot, but he's doing it for a
purpose. He had my attention
at all times," said former
Indiana player Steve
Downing, a No.1 draft choice
by the Boston Celtics and now
an administrative assistant to
the Indiana athletic director.
"Pretty much to this day I'm
still scared of him. I'm always
on my toes. But I respect
Coach Knight more than
anybody in this world.
Because of him, I feel I can
deal with any problem at any
time."
"He treated me like a piece
of meat," said Rich
Valavicius, who quit Indiana, -
and transferred to Auburn two
years ago. "He's rough and
tough on you mentally and
physically. He's constantly on
your case, cursing you out. I
was intimidated, and I don't
feel I deserved it one bit."
Knight played basketball at
Ohio State, where the
Buckeyes won Big Ten titles
from 1960-62 and the national
championship in 1960. Onw
year after graduation, Knight
volunteered for the draft with
the understanding that his
initial duty would be in the
West ' Point basketball
Opin Till











program under Coach Tates
Locke.
When Locke left for Miami
University in 1965, the 24-year-
old Knight was named head
coach. He quickly earned a
reputation as a hot-head,
ranting at referees, breaking
chairs and getting into hot
water with the Army brass.
Knight's Army teams,
hampered by a military
restriction against accepting
plebes taller than 6-foot-6, won
consistently. "My most en-
joyable coaching experience
was at Army," said Knight. "I
loved being the underdog and
beating schools with
reputations."
He moved to tradition-rich
Indiana in 1971, quickly
putting his stamp on the
program, transforming the
'Hurryin' Hoosiers" into a
typical Knight team, despite
an outcry by some Indiana
See KNIGHT, page 8
Mirrray Ledger & Times
By Tony Wilson
The Braves Mike Gough scrambled back to second base in time to beat a throw to the Tigers' Mark McCuiston last night in




SEATTLE — When they
introduce the All-Star teams
tonight, Ted Simmons will be
there to take his bow, broken
wrist and all. Rod Carew will
line up, too, even though his
torn-up thumb will prevent
him from playing.
Forty-year-old Lou Brock
will be there and so will Carl
Yastrzemski, dragging an
aching Achilles tendon and
playing first base instead of
the outfield because of it.
So can somebody please
explain why if stars like
Simmons, Carew, Brock and
Yaz can make it, how come
Garry Templeton and Dave
Concepcion can't fit it in their
busy schedules?
Templeton and Concepcion
both were selected as backup
infielders by Manager Tom
Lasorda but both are missing
in action, replaced by Craig
Reynolds and Larry Parrish,
who didn't even have to be
asked twice.
COMMENTARY
Templeton was irked at not
being named a starter and
refused to come as a. reserve,
a very adult approach. Con-
cepcion complained of a leg
injury which was so severe
that he played Sunday for
Cincinnati and drove in four
runs with a sacrifice fly and a
homer. It was obviously a
courageous act for him to play
hurt thaNt. way.
There are some people who
could legitimately stay away
from this Game but are here
because they recognize its
importance to baseball, the
industry which happens to
provide them with a living.
How about the managers,
Lasorda and Bob Lemon?
They could have begged off.
But they are here and happy to
be on the scene.
Lasorda's NL champion Los
Angeles Dodgers are dragging
along in last place. He could
have used three days off to
recharge his batteries after a
disastrous first half. He did
not.
Lemon was fired by the New
York Yankees — _forget all
that fancy front office talk, he
was told his managerial
talents were no longer needed
and that's being fired. He
could have stayed home in




PARIS, Tenn. — John
Denham 'and Bruce Taylor
slammed home runs to power
Murray to a sweep of Paris,
Tenn., in its American Legion
baseball doubleheader
yesterday.
Denham broke a scoreless
tie in the sixth inning of the 3-1
first-game triumph with a
two-run shot, while Taylor
helped a 10-7 victory in the
second game with three hits,
including a two-run homer in
the fourth inning. He also
tripled.
Murray improved its season
mark to 21-14 heading into a
doubleheader Wednesday at
Jackson, Tenn. Post 73 travels
to Sikeston, -Mo., Friday




limited Paris to four hits while
walking three and striking out
six. Murray added an in-
surance run in .he seventh
when Jeff JaNsort singled and
scored on Taylor's single.
Brad Taylor survived a
rocky start to finish with an 11-
strikeout, complete-game
triumph in the nightcap for his
first victory of the season.
Paris hitters led off with
three straight singles to open















quick runs. But Post 73
responded with nine runs over
the three middle innings.
The biggest outburst was
the fourth frame, when Bil
Milton walked, Brd Taylor
cracked an RBI triple and
Tucker singled home another
run. -
Bruce Taylor followed with
his round-tiipver.
Murray 3, Paris 1
ab r h bi
David Mattu.s. 3 0 0 0
Bill Milton. ci 3 0 I 0
• Jeff Jackson., 3 1./ 1
Scott Tucker , p 3 0 0 0
Bruce Taylor, lb 3 0 1 I
Alan Gibbs, rf 3 0 0 0
Dean Cherry. c 2 1 0 0
Dean Jackson. 2b 1 0 0 0
John Denham, 3b 2 1 1 2
totals 23 3 4
Murray 000 002 1 - 3 4 4
Paris 000 0131 0 - 1 4 0
Murray Pitching
r h bb _so
7 1 1 4 3 6

















2 I 0 0
2 1 0 0
2110
0 0 0 0
30 10 11
002 431 1 10 II I
200 113 0 7 6 0
Murray Pitching
r er h bb so
Brad Taylor (10 7 7 7 6 4 11
• Some Players Won't Show
sipping a tall cool one, instead
of coming here. He did not.
How about a couple of senior
citizens, the honorary cap-
tains, Lefty Gomez and Carl
Hubbell? Gomez not only
showed up, he was out there in
uniform. during Monday's
workout. Hubbell is here
despite suffering a stroke
which has reduced his ability
to get around.
How about Sparky
Andersen,- manager of the
Detroit Tigers? ile's here,
fulfilling a commitment to the
Pitch, Hit and Run people.
Sparky agreed to represent
baseball's official youth
program before the season
started, when he was an
unemployed former manager.
When he took the Tiger job, he
could have pulled out of the
PH&R finals here at the All-
Star Game. But Sparky would
have none of that. He knew the
kids were counting on him and
he's here.
There's no defense for
baseball to deal with athletes
who refuse to recognize their
obligations - never mind the
honor involved — and choose
to snub the All-Star Game. But
it has been a topic of some
conversation here this week.
One suggestion was a
substantial fine, but at today's
salaries, how much of a dent
would that make? Another
was to remove the names of
absentees from future ballots.
But that's not much of a
solution either because it
would just reduce the validity
of the ballot. •
So here, at absolutely no
charge, is another idea. When
next year'sacomputerized All-
Star ballot is distributed, fans
should remember the players
who don't show up tonight and
then vote accordingly.
If they can ignore you by not
showing up, you can ignore
them by not voting for them.
There is a suspicion that
winding up with 27 votes in the
election some year might just
wake these guys up.







When you need medication and4on't feel like a lot
of ti-ouhl Cipilig_to Beglcz's Medical Arts Pharmacy,
,4 4
c4143
at ' gout th Street in Murray.
We will give von the same court '411IS service ana ow
prescription pitices, that has always been yo rs at
Begley's.
44111111Nneent 
Plus the CONVENIENCE your pr.i.seription
withottt leaving your car.
OIEGLEY'SDRUG '9-TORES
300 South 8th Street
Adjacent to the Hospital
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The Little League All-Stars, who will play Mayfield East at 8:30 p.m. tonight in the district tournament are, front row from
left: Mark Waldrop, John Kelso, Mitch Grogan, Steven Malone, Mark West and Dennis Thurmond. In back are Alan Mc-
Clard, John Mark Potts, John Randolph, Rusty Wright, Todd Ross, Joel Conoley, Jay Wells and coach Kent Wright. Not
present were Gabe Amos, Chris Starks and coach Tommy McClure.
Jones, Whom Some Say Better
Than Sampson, Still Undecided
By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
CHARLESTON, W.Va. — A
lingering question in T.West
Virginia high school
basketball circles is whether
6-foot-10 center Earl Jones
will choose Washington. D.C.,
over West Virginia as a place
to finish his high. school
career.
Jones, the center many say
will be the best high school
basketball player in the nation
this season, may transfer
from tiny Mount Hope High




A Racer Club meeting for
members and prospective
members will be held at Roy
Stewart Stadium Wednesday
at 7:30 p.m.
The general meeting will
feature MSU football coach
Mike- Gottfried and his staff,
according to a club
spokesman-.
However, Jones apparently
still has not made up his mind
about where he will play the
fourth and final season of his
high school career.
Because Jones has a sister
and brother living in
Washington, D.C., rumors
that he may transfer to a
school in that area have been
prevalent for several years.
Jones recently admitted that
he is now contemplating such
a move.
"I'm living with my sister
now in Washington and
haven't decided if I'll go back
to Mount Hope or go to
DeMatha," said Jones. "But I
am looking forward to next
year because it's my final
year. I prefer playing against
better competition and I like
the pressure."
Jones is a three-time West
Virginia all-stater and was
named the state's player of
the year thisepast season when
Mount Hope had a 23-1 record.
He has been named twice to
the Parade Magazine All-
American team, becoming the
first sophomore since Karaem
Abdu-I-Jabior to be selected.
Jones left his Mount Hope
home about six weeks' prior to
the end of the recent school
year to visit his Washington
relatives. He stayed there for
about a month, but returned in
time to make up his missed
work, according to school
officials.
Jones recently told sports
writer Norm Blum- of the
Florida Times-Union in
Jacksonville that he will at-
tend college.
"After next year, I'll be
going to college and not the
pros. I haven't made a list but
I'll talk to the ties I'm in-
terested in."
The 205-pound Jones has
been playing AAU basketball
this summer for the
Washington, D.C. Police Boys
and Girls Athletic Club. He
made the alltournament team
in the national AAU junior
tournament in Florida.
Two of his Washington
teammates say Jones' play
reminds them of two of the
nation's most sought-after
hig'h school players this
season, Ralph Sampson and
Sam Bowie.
Sideny Lowe, a DeMatha
graduate who will. play at
North Carolina State, said he
prefers Jones to Sampson,
who has signed with Virginia.
"I like playing with them
both but I prefer Earl," said
Lowe. "Earl's not a selfish big
man while Ralph dominates
by shooting so. much. Ralph is
more offensive minded, but
Earl is quicker than Ralph."
Homer Mark May Be Shattered
When All-Stars Gather Tonight
By JACK STEVENSON
AP Sports Writer
SEATTLE - It won't take a
- king-sized hit to get out of
Seattle's Kingdome, so batters
look forward to tonight's 50th
All-Star baseball game with
'- unabashed anticipation.
Even though they'll face the
major league strikeout king
Nolan Ryan, the „National
League hitters surveyed the
enclosed stadium with hap-
piness.
-Davey Lopes, the second
baseman from the Los
Angeles Dodgers, banged a
few balls into the bleachers
and observed:
"This is very conducive to
hitting. Everybody in batting
practice was trying to hit the
ball over the wall to hear the
oohs and aahs from the crowd.
It will be a different story
against Nolan Ryan."
The right-hander from the
California Angels was named
for the Americans with Steve
Carlton of the Phillies the
choice -of National League
manager Tommy Lasorda.
Ryan is 12-6 with. 160
strikeouts with Carlton 11-8
with 113.
Lasorda said he went to
Carlton as his starter because
the American League would
send up a flock of left-handed
Sports At A Glance
Baseball Leaders
li the ,Assactated Press
BASEBALL
Americas League
MINNESOTA TWINS - Bought the
contract of Danny Goodwut, catcher-first




CHICAGO BULLS - Signed Al Smith,
forward. and Delmer Beshore, guard_
HOUSTON ROCKETS - Signed Moses
Malone. center. and Torn Henderson.
guari to three-year contracts
FOOTBALL
National Featball League
BUFFALO BILIS -- Returned Bill
Simpson. free safety, to the IAA Angeles
Hams under the player trade agreement
between the teams Signeli Fred Smerlas.
defensise tackle. and Bob Bell, defensive
end
CINCLNNAT1 BENGALS Traded
Melvin Morgan. cornerback-safety, to the
,San, Francis% 49ers„. for an undisclosed
future draft choice
MINNESOTA VIKINGS -- Obtained
Johr. Reaves. quarterback, on waivers
NEW YORK GIANTS - Signed Vern
Roberson. safety. Steve Davis, wide
receiver. Damll Meyers. defensive bark.
and Jun Browning and Gary Paulsen.
defensik e ends
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES Signed
Wilbert Montgomery. running back, to a
senes of five one-year contracts
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS -- Placed
Jimmy Dann. fullback, John McKay.
wide receiver; and Darryl Carkon, of-
fensise tackle, an the disabled h.
UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI ,L
Named Harry Meeks assistant basketball
out
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA -
`.4tned Charles H4F119 athietk "eel's
TEXAS AIM -A nnoanced , the
-cognation of Fred Jonas. football reach.
Out Of Retirement
Transactions
By the Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING '215 at tiaLsi Foster. CM,
313, Winfield. SD, 311; KHrnands, StL.
324, Brock. Sit.. 322: Boone, 'Phi, 321
RUNS-Schmidt, Phi. 69. Matthews,
All 66. Royster, All. 65. Lopes. LA, 65.
North, SF, 65
RBI--Foster. Cm. 72, Wirilield, SD. 72,
Kingman, Chi, 69: Schmidt, Ptu, Si,Clark,
SF, 62
HITS-Garvey, LA, Ill. Winfield, SD,
III: Templeton. SU.. 111, Matthews. All.
112; Moreno. Pgh. 110
DOUBLES-Row Ptu, 15. Matthews,
Att. 25, Griffey. Cm, 25. Kfirnandz. SIL
24; Maittlli. NY, 23; Reitz, StL, 23
TRIPLES--Templeton, Stl„ 10, TScort.
511.. 9.,.Winfield, SD, 9. McBride. Phi. 6,
Slienderan, NY, 7; Bows, Phi, 7, Moreno,
Pah. 7, KHrnands, Stl., 7,
HOME RUNS-Schmidt, Phi, 31,
Kingman, Chl, 29; Winfield, SD; 22.
Foster, ('in, 20: Lopes, LA, 20
AMERICAN LF-AdUE
BATTING 215 at bat -Downing. Cal.
352. Smalley. Min. ,341, Adams. Min.
333, Bochte, Sea. .324 Kamp, Det„ 316,
Molitor. Mit. 326.
ReNS-BaY104'. Cal, 22, Lansford, Cal,
71, GEtrett,KC,511. Rice, Ban. 67. Otis KC,
65-, FLIones. Sea. 65
RBI- Baylor, Cal, 05. tynn, Run. 75:
Rice. 133n. M. Thomas, Mil, 67, Smalley.
Min, 47-
HITS-GBrett, KC, 123; Smalley, Mm,
DC. lensford. Cal, 115: Rice. Ban. 114:
?debtor, 114.
DOUBLES-Lynn. Bin. X, CVilsher•
Chi, 25: Cooper, Mil, 23, Lemon, Chi, 23,
GBrett-,-14C. 23
TRI PIES- -GBrett. KC, 12, Molitor, MU,
It; Randolph, NY. 0. Wilson. :KC, 11.,
ABannistr, ("hi, 6; Porter, KC, 6: Meyer.'
Sea, 14, Wanes, Sea, 6
HOME RUNS-Lynn, Ban. 24, Thomas,
Mil. 23, Baylor: Cal, 13`; Singleton. Sal, 21.
Rice, Ban. 21
Lemon, Undaunted At Loss Of Job, To Lead AL All-Stars
otto... By WILL GRIMSLEY
- AP Special Correspondent
SEATTLE — Bob Lemon
hauls on Yankee uniform No.
21 again tonight as American
League manager in baseball's
50th All-Star game, and people
are wondering:
Will Lemon ever put on a.
uniform again?
"I don't know, I want to
m32:1mr ar.-=Tm maw maw Awillm
LOOK-LOOK-LOOK
J.H. Hardemon Nix
Used Car and Used Truck Inventory Reduction Sale
15 Days Only, July 141h-31st
1976 Buick Riviera Coupe, Firethorn, loaded, less
than 50,000 miles, one owner. . .$3,999.00.
1972 Mercury Marquis, 4 door, green, loaded, local
owner, less than 68,000 miles. . . Extra Special
8799.00
First 4 units sold will entitle the purchaser 10 Top Yalu, certificates mir-
th 15,000 stamps
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
1 South 753-2617













Then each day you ye got youkkhoice
of a Baked Potato or French Fries, 
Toast
any Drink and a trip to our Soup n
Salad Bar
SIRLOIN STOCKADE.







By the Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Hans
"tildemeister - beat David
Schneider in the first round of
the $175,000 Washington Star
Tennis Tournament, 6-3, 5-7, 6-
0.
Fred McNair retired in the
middle of hit" Match against
Alvin Gardiner due to the heat
and bowed 6-4, 5-5. In other
matches, 11th-seeded Eliot
Teltscher eliminated Richard
Meyer 6-1, 6-4 and George




(Continued From Page 7)
fans who clamored for run-
and-gun basketball. He also
immediately silenced the
whispers that he couldn't
handle blacks, or get star 
playersto play disciplined
ball.
Indiana went 32-0 and won
the national - title in l8,'
fulfilling one of Knight's
greatest dreams.
è When he was recruiting
me, he told me his goal was to
win the national cham-
pionship," said Jim Crews, a
member of the undefeated
1976 team and now a part-time
assistant coach at Indiana.
"But he said he was going to
do it with good kids."
NEXT: Bobby Knight; The
Man.
think about it," She 58-year-old
former pitcher, a member 'of
the Hall of Fame, said as
excitement built for the an-
nual mid-summer display of
the game's finest talent.
"I won't make a decision
until after this season. I will go
home and decide what
diriaion I want to take. I
intend to stay in baseball. In
what capacity, I'll just have to
wait and segk;
Lemon's career is at the
cross-roads. After taking over
the Yankees in mid-season a
year ago, with the world
champions 10 games out of
first place, and leading them
to a second pennant and World
Series victory, he was un-
ceremoniously removed from
his job June 18.
That was when owner
George Steinbrenrier decided
his sagging "gold dust team"
needed a shot in the arm and
he called in probationed Billy
Martin half a year ahead of
schedule to reassume charge.
"Sure, I was disappointed,"
Lemon said. "I'm always
disappointed when I get fired.
I was given only three days'
notice. I wanted to finish out
the sea-son,
"Did I feel betrayed? Well, I
didn't like it. But I understood
the realities. A guy can do
anything he wants with his
property."
Disenchantment ran par-
ticularly deep. Lemon had
•taken over a mediocre Kansas
City team in 1970 and carried
-it to second place the next
year. He was fired in 1972. He
took over the last-place
Chicago White Sox at the end
of 1976 and had the team in
first place in July and August
of the next year. He was fired
in mid-season in 1978.
"It seems ever time I have a
45' 4.4.-VIeki•
good year, I can't get through
the next one," he sal
"Maybe if-1 had a lOgihrhall
club, I could hold my job."
Lemon was pleased when he
was selected to manage the
Al. All-Stars although he no
longer was in uniform. And
there was precedent for not
using a winning manager who
had been dismissed in the




By the Associated Press
LEXINGTON — The
Fayette County school board
Monday night named Don
Harville to succeed Jock
Sutherland as boys' basketball




The Cards, T-Ball champions for this season, are, front row, from left: Karrie Goetz, Cory
Vance, Jay Newton, Mike Kelso, Alison Burton and John Michael Murphy. In back are
Russell Britt, Jason Reed, Travis Turner, Neil Lax, (Thanes Morello and Jason F
utrell. ALso
shown is coach Joe Kelso
hitters and he wanted a south-
paw to be going against them
the first three innings.
The game is scheduled to
start at 5:40 p.m. PDT as the
NL goes after its eighth
straight triumph and 16th in 17
games. Overall, after 49
games, the NL has won 30, the
AL 18 and there has been one
tie.
The National League bat-
ting order leads off with
Lopes, followed by Dave
Parker, right field; Steve
Garvey, first base; Mike Sch-
midt, third base; George
Foster, left field; Dave
Winfield, center field; Bob
Boone, catcher and Larry
Bowa, shortstop.
There will be no designated
hitters in this game so the
pitchers bat ninth.
The AL batting order has
shortstop Roy Smalley leading
off, followed by George Brett,
third base; Don Baylor, left
field; Jim Rice, right field;
Fred Lynn, center field; Carl
Yastrzemski, first base;
Darrell Porter, catcher, and
Frank White, second base.
The Kingdome is sold out at
58,960 — a record for the park
which measures 316 down the
foul lines, 357 down the power
alleys and 410 to center.
Weather doesn't mean much
in the enclosed Kingdome, but
for outsiders it will be fair
with temperatures in the 60's.
Many feel the All-Star Game
record of six home runs will be
broken. Six homers have been
hit in All-Star Games on three
occasions, in 1951 and 1971 at
Detroit and in 1954 at
Cleveland.
Each manager vowed he
would use as many from the
28-man squads as possible, but
Lemon said, "I feel just as
Tommy does. We want to
win."
In this game, pitchers are
limited to three innings of
action each and Lemon said he
didn't know who would follow
Ryan. He has sexen others to
choose from including rookie
Mark Clear, a reliever for the
California Angels.
Lasorda said Steve Rogers
of the Montreal Expos would
follow Carlton.
Murray Little League All-Stars
Take On Mayfield East Tonight
MAYFIELD — Mayfield
East pounded Carlisle County
'20-1 to advance to tonight's
second-round match against
Murray in the district Little
League baseball tournament.
The 8:30 p.m. contest will
between Fulton and Mayfield
West, an 8-5 winner over
Marshall County.
Teams are comprised of
players selected from Little
League programs by coaches,
follow tonight's first matchup players and managers.
. Colt League Squad Opens Tourney
Play Against Marshall Co. July 26
MAYFIELD Murray
faces Marshall County to open
the Kentucky Colt League
Tournament July 26 at the
Mayfield City Park.
After the 6 p.m. contest,
Mayfield will host Fulton. The
two losers in the double-
elimination event will battle in
the first game July 27,
followed by the meeting of the
two winners.
The tournament will con-
tinue through July 29.
In season-ending Colt
League games last night, the
Braves swept a doubleheader,
whipping the Tigers 9-4 in the
first game before stopping the
Giants 3-2 in the nightcap.
Ronnie Pace and Dan-en
Hooper picked up the victories
on the mound.
The Braves scored the
winning run in the second
game in the sixth inning when
Marty McCulston walked and
seored on Kim Wilson's single.
Wilson added a double, and




• Steel Building_ - _•
 and Grain Handling Equipment • '4•
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• 3 swimming pools
Relax, enioy the seaside. Spacious palm studded
lawns, gardens Bring the family -- plenty of room
and lots to do for everyone. Near the best shops,
golf, recreations
90 minutes to Disney World Tours leave from our
door. Write for information Reserve now
YOUR FAMILY
1N MIND
All oceanfront with excellent view of pool
and ocean 105 units rooms, completely
furnished housekeeping efficiencies. suites.










ON THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS REACH
BILTMORE BEACH WOCIE























































































One way to avoid wasting time and energy in your.,kitchen is to have adequate storage
space in the form of kitchen cabinets. To be sure the cabinets you choose are designed to
last, the National Kitchen Cabinet Association suggests you look for the small NKCA-certi-




What's new on the market'
THE PRODUCT - A drain
unclogger.
Manufacturer's claim-That
this product unclogs drains by
use of full water-line pressure
direct from a household water.
outlet ... that an 'adapter fitted
into the unclogger is attached
to a hose line and inserted into
the drain that, when a wing
nut is tightened, the water is
turned on so that the pressure
of it pushes down the soap, de-
tergents, hair,- food and other
matter ... and that there are
three different adapters to fit
various drain sizes.
THE PRODUCT - A non-pet-
roleum penetrating fluid.
Manufacturer's claim - That
this fluid is non-flammable and
safe /or use in confined areas
... that it may be used as an
anti-squeak film for wood-to-
wood, wood-to-metal and sim-
ilar combinations of materials
... that it is an aid to loosening
frozen and rusted nuts, bolts,
hinges and brackets ... and that
it is harmless to plastic, rub-
ber, skin and most surfaces.
THE PRODUCT - A do-it-
yourself electronic air cleaner.
Manufacturer's claim-That
this cleaner can be installed by
a homeowner in a matter of
minutes that it slips into
place without tools ... that it
Here's the Answer igg
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q.-A lot of people in our area
have the problem of sweating
toilet tanks in their bathrooms.
One them, seems to have
stopped the sweating by cov-
ering the entire tank, including
the bottom part, with a fitted
fabric, but I would like to avoid
ibis if possible. Is there any
other way to solve this prob-
lem'
A.-Your neighbor has halted
this form of condensation be-
cause he (or she has placed
something between the warm,
Moist air and the cold surfaces
-of the tank. The sweating oc-
curs as this alr settles on the
tank, since the cold water in
• the tank makes the surface
equally cold. You can buy a
foam-like material to cement to
the inside of the tank, thus pre-
venting the cold water from af-
fecting the tempetature of the
..outside of the tank. Follow the
manufacturer's instructions
carefully an how to cement the
material and especially on the
necessity of getting the inside
of the tank dry before you be-
gin work. There are a number
of other ways to accomplish the
same purpose, one of which is
to have a plumber install a
mixing valve that will keep the
water in the tank lukewarm.
Q.-Our bedroom floor was
painted several years ago, and
we no longer like the looks of
it. We don't want to go through
the mess of removing the paint,
so we have decided to put down
resilient floor tiles. Can these
be applied right over the
painted floor? The boards in our
floor are three inches wide and
are in good shape. -
A.-When the boards In 'a
wooden floor are three inches
or less in width, which mattes
them less susceptible to warp-
age than wider boards, they
generally Can be covered with
resilient floor tiles, but in this
case I would advise against it.
The cement will hold to the
paint at this time, but once tiie
paint starts to loosen, the tiles
also will loosen. The only way
you can be sure the tiles will
adhere indefinitely is to install
a plywood or hardboard under-
layment directly over the floor,
then cement the tiles to the uri-
derlayment. When buying the
underlayment at a lumber yard
or building supply estab-
lishment, ask for the proper
type of nails. Also, although
you say the original floor is in
good shape. doublecheck it to
be sure there are no loose
boards, which must be nailed
down first.
Q.-One of the 'rooms in my
house was painted years ago
with a textured paint. I would
like to repaint it, but this time
I want to use a regular, smooth
paint. Would a single coat do or
, would I have to use two coats?
A.-The chances are that
even several coats would not
make the surface smooth. You
will have to stick with the same
type of paint unless you want to
create a new surface; that is
wall paneling, a heavy wallpa-
per, burlap or any material
that will cover the textured
paint.
( For either of Andy Lang's..
booklets, "Paint Your House
Inside and -Out" or "Wood Fin-
ishing in the Home,- send 35
cents PLUS a long, stamped
s e If-addressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Hunt-
ington, N.Y. 11743. Questions of
general interest will be an-









"Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets or
Give Your Old Cabinets a New Fore
Without Tearing Them Out
%AMA .191811
30 Deiy Speciall
Counter top of your choice
FREE






South 4th St. (Beside Murray Drive-In) 753-4124
can fight the adverse effects of
air pollution, pollen, molds,
house dust, cigarette smoke,
etc ... that it plugs into any 110
volt outlet ... and that it saves
time and money on cleaning be-
cause it traps airborne soot and
dirt before it dulls furniture,
walls and floors.
THE PRODUCT - A leaf-
grass bag holder.
Manufacturer's claim - That
it sets up quickly and holds any
size garden bag wide open and
upright so that '6'0 person can
esily fill the bag to its brim ...
that it uses no clips or hooks
that can tear the plastic bag ...
that it works equally well, on
level ground or hillside ... that
the bag can be removed at
once ,. and that it is light-
weight and stores flat.
(Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in__
Andy Lang's handbook, "Prac-
tical Home Repairs," which -- 
can be obtained by sending
81.50 to this newspaper at Box
5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.)
(The (kith' uncloggei is man-
ufactured by Hilco ; Plastics,
6505 S. Division Ave., Grand
Rapids, Mich. 49508; the pene-
trating, fluid by Facet Enter-
prises, 231 Elm St., Warwick,
R. 1. 02886; the air cleaner by
Air Control Industries, 1200
Bostoo Post Rd., Guilford,
Conn. 06437; and the bag holder








That winter wind whistling
throajgh what you thaught
were Solid windows and doors
is not only antiiiying. but it's
costing you Money. Improp-
erly sealed casings are one
of the most overlooked sourc-
es of heat loss within the
home. But it's a problem with
an easysolution, caulking.
Now if the word caulking
immediately conjures up vi-
sions of losing battles with
unOntrollable snake-like
cords, rest easy. The wonders
of modern technology have
made the job a lot easier for
the Do-It-Yowselfer. Acw. .
-itnihetic csimPoPnci cAtkikA,
provide a greater adhesion
,and flexibility than the Old
oil-base caulks which makes
them a great deal easier to
work with. arid& new com-
pounds are ina7fi more dur-
aisle some 1- a, pp as.hear
times longer. The most pop-
ular caulks in today's D-I-Y
market are latex-base and
butyl rubber.
Generally recommended
for interior use, latex-base
caulks are easy to apply and
can be used on damp sur-
faces. These caulks cure by
water evaporation leaving a •
seal that is flexible anddnra-
ble. Like latex-base paints,
these caulks can be cleaned
up svitharater, so rnicr2k es
are hot irreparable. They
adhere well to most construc-
tion materials including brick.
gypsum- boa rit;e13fie fere .
metal, plaster, plastics and
wood and can be painted just
30 minutes after application.
Latex caulks are available
in a variety of colors and
will not bleed or stain. With
all these qualities, it's no
wonder that latex-base caulks
have become the best selling
caulks on the Market today.
Butyl rubber caulk is used
in joints where somo minor
movement may occur such

























HERE IS A HOUSE that the architect says conforms to the
typical residential construction of Central Florida in that it
has slab-on-grade floors and concrete block exterior walls. A
rectangle contains a living-dining area and two corner
bedrooms, while the U-shaped work counter makes the kitch-
en area discreetly attached to the dining area. Plan
HA1107R has 960-square-feet, plus. carport and screen
porch. For further information write-enclosing a stamped,
self-addressed envelope-to architect Jan Reiner, 1000-52nd
St. North, St. Petersburg, Fla. 33710.
Meeting The Challenge
In Color Coordination
_ When thoughts turn to re-
_ desorating, they usually stop
at clot.
. The abundance of design
materials available today
makes successful color and
styling coordination a real
challenge. particularly in the
kitchen and bath. lust the
opposite was true in days past
---- trio tittle variety^.
Flipping through sample
books that often contain
more than 200 colors only
results in confusion. Add the
wide variety in wallcovering.
floor tile: Countertop designs
'and cabinet-vanity selections
and the options are over-
whelming.
But don't despair. There
js a systematic way of ,re-
. decorating, according to J.
Allen Montei, Director of
Design at Formica Corpora-
- tion. "Start-with-the-iounda-
tiorf of the room ---thebasic
appliances or bath fixture
shades chosen Or currently
in place." he advises. "All
color selections can be
---matched, coordinated dr
contrasted with these essen-
tial basics of the room."
In using color, he said, try
to remember that the colors
chosen will be in your bath:
room or kitchen or any other
_ room fora long time to come.
'A favorite color can reflect
your personality and, quite
likely, the life style of .the
family.
"Use as a guide the person-
alities of the Mots them-
selves."-the design director
recommends. "Red. orange
and yellow are action colors.
Use red and its variants when
you want to show a flair for
life." he said. However, these
colors cannot be used in large°
doses in small rooms as they
often cause the room to
"close in" and seem sthaller
than what it is.
"Blue, green and violet,
the cool colors, are best for
small rooms," he maintains.
"They suggest dignity. re-
sponsibility and relaxation.
They also tend to make the
walls recede giving the room
a larger appearance. But
don't use them as dominant
colors with the action family
as they-just
Montei said that the ab-
sence of color puts white in
a class all by itself. It expres-
ses cleanliness, purity and
simplicity. Yet its neutrality
makes it coordinate well with
the action colors or the cool
Ones. For the dramatic effect,
there's black  and white.
White also provides an un-
distracting background for
paintings and sculpture, said
MOntel.
Color isnot the only factor
to be considered. According
to Formica's design expert.
practically is also important.
On the walls, he said, vinyl-
coated wall coverings offer
longer wear. They also are
easily wiped clean. They
should be considered for easy
maintenance arid value. '
On the floor, he notes that
the options are many. There
are hundreds of easy-care'
and no-wax floorings availa-
blea. Among them: durable
synthetics, that look like teal
wood and perform like vi-
nyl.
The theme established
with appliances and cabin-
etry. however, must be carried,
out in every instance, in-
cluding flonring.Montei caul.
tioned: ,
From kitchen to bath to
-any room', the variety of
colors, designs and surfaces
• now offered in the decorative
haminate lines provide an
excellent opportunity to a-
chieve a well coordinated
highly- styled custom look.
he maintains.
J. Allen Montei, Formica s Design Center Director, maintains
that good color coordination should start with the basic
appliances and cabinets al the room. He recommends posting
samples for visualizing a total room design Here, he begins




*Top Service At Loud cost
Is The result You Receive From
Murray Remodeling
7534167
Women and Furniture Designing
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Why is It that women with a
flair for design and who know
how to draw frequently pursue
careers as interior decorators
but rarely aspire to the role of
furniture designer'
"Furniture designing has al-
ways been a man's profession,
perhaps because it requires
dealing with workers as well as
a knowledge of mechanics,"
says Elyse Lacher, one of to-
day's few successful, woman
furniture designers.
"But, a woman's designs can
often be superior to a man's,
because she automatically con-
siders questions of maintenance
and use, which men sometimes
ignore," she added.
Ms. Lacher is the designer
for Cy Mann Designs, Ltd., a
New York-based manufacturer.
Like most women in the field,
she got into furniture designing
by accident. Although she had
always been able to draw and
studied art in college, she did
graduate work in order to be-
come a speech therapist.
However, when another de-
signer failed to produce some
needed work for the family
firm, her uncle asked Ms.
Lacher to step in She did, and
joined the family firm for good
At first, her efforts involved
styling furniture purchased
mostly from European design-
ers to suit them to the Ameri-
can market. But, eventually
she began to design on her
own, acquiring the necessary
technical knowledge on the job.
When she started 10 years
ago, there were few opportun-
ities for formal education in
furniture design. She learned
how to do scale drawings and
blueprints by studying on her
own.
In the ensuing years, she has
learned that the commercial
furniture field requires consid-
erably more flexibility from the
designer than do other creative
efforts.
But she rates both the mone-
tary returns and the level of
personal satisfaction to be de-
rived from her calling as very
high
You learn very quickly that
the ideal sofa line to a manu-
facturer is one which produces
40 different styles from six or
seven basic frames," she said.
Unlike panting or sculpting,
a flirniture designer does not
work alone. Its a cooperative
endeavor. And once the creat-
ive work is done, the produc-
tion people step in to make a
judgement about whether or
not the factory can build the
piece as designed. If not,
changes must be made.
After the prototype is made,
the sales department gets a
chance to have its say. If they
don't think the furniture is sa-
leable, it will have to be
changed again.
Despite (or perhaps because
of ) the high degree of pragmat-
ism involved in the design,
manufacture and sale of com-
mercial furniture, Ms. Lacher
finds the work fulfilling.
-It's a wonderful ego boost
when something you have de-
signed is made up and then
bought by someone."
Styrofoam TG brand insulatioci is a savings dividend for the do-it-yourselfer. Whether it is
used in porch conversions, basement remodeling and room additions over ceilings,
sidewalls and masonry walls, or under new siding (shown here), this board-form sheathing
product adds the benefits of energy efficiency to any area of the home.
Compound Do-It-Yourself Dividends
With Energy Efficiency
Labor savings are the basis
of most do-it-yourself pro-
jects. Now energy efficiency.
in the form of _Styrofoam*
TO brand insulation, can be
the interest factor which
compounds these savings into •
a stable. long-term invest-,
ment complete with divi-
dends.
__The rapidly growing do-
it-yourself market indicates "
= that homeowners are aware i
that substantial savings can
be realized by accomplish-
ing as many home improve-
ments as possible 'by them-




tions, ranging from basement
remodeling and porch con-






in all areas of the home. The
owner who does nix evaluate
each-prospective handyman
project for its energy effi-
ciency possibilitiesis missing
a golden oppottimity to install
permanent thermal protec-
tion at the same time.- main-
tains W.A. Growdon. haus"-
Mg market manager for The,.
Dow Chemical Company.
Savings available to the
homeowner from his own
"sweet 'eqiiify" and from
Styrofoam TO brand insu-
lation together are reflected
in lower fuel bills and added
resale value as well as obvious
aesthetic improvements. The
" versatile board-form insula-
tion product is lightweight
.and easy to use in all types
of home improvement pro-




sulation is available in thicii7-.
nesses of 3/4" and 1" in 2 x 8
or 4 s 8 panels. It can be
easily cut and scored. which
--makes otherwise difficult
spots around electrical out-
lets or in earners almost as
simple to cover as a flat wall.
In addition. Styrofoam TG
brand insulation features
tongue-and-groove edges to
help produce a snug fit guard-
ing against air infiltration and
draftsU"In ulation can and should
be included in do-it-yourself
jobs where new frame Walls
are built or where drywall
and paneling Or just drywall
are being added. The versa-
tray of Styrofoam it brand
insulation also allows a handy-
man to specifically add in-
sulation is a 'project unto
itself to those areas thal are
in need of adequate thermal
protection." stated G rowdon_
at Dow. -
In addition to savings in
labor and materials costs, a
do-it-yourse“ project includ-
ing energy efficiency can
produce savings in the form
of redueed heating/cooling
bills that can pay back part
of the investment to the
homeowner annually. When
Styrofoam TO brand insula-
tion is added.to the exterior
of an existing home under
new siding, tor example. the'
resultant savings will in many
' cases pay for the cost of the
insulation within five years.
(Actual savings will--vary
according to climate, living
habits, cost of energy and
existing sidewall compd.-
nents.)
The Dow Chemical Corn-
pany publishes specifia in-
, stallation brochures for each
- of the hatirlythan applications
of Styrohaam TO brand in-
sulation. Because the sheath-
ing material is combustible,
Dow suggests these bro-
chures be obtained for details
on proper use and installa-
tion before starting ..such- a
- job. Application of Styro-
foam TO brand insulation
to an interior wall area re-
quires-coverage with 1/2"
gypsum board or equiva-
lerif:':-
free Estimates
on kitchen cabinets .
and apOantes!
Call us at 753-1713
Down town Shopping Center




1AP ) — President Anastasio
Somoza resigned early today,
ending 42 years of dictatorship
by his family, and members of
Congress elected the president
of their lower house, Fran-
cisco Urcuyo, to succeed him.
Urcuyo, 54, was expected to
serve only until the arrival
from neighboring Costa Rica
of the provisional junta named
by the Sandinista guerrillas
who toppled the onetime
strongman.
The 53-year-old ex-president
was expected to leave the
country before dawn and fly to
Miami, where he owns an
estate and other property.





Council has awarded two of its
nine grants to Murray State
University.
A grant of $6,214 will be ysed
for an international film
festival, featuring films from
seven countries. For further
information on the festival,
contact Helen Roulston at 762-
2315 or 753-6590.
The other grant, totaling
$2,347, will be used for a 19th
century photography
exhibition. For further in-
formation, contact the MSU
English Department at 762-
2315, David Earnest at 753-




Revival services are now in
progress at the North Fork
Baptist Church with the Rev.
Eldon Byrd as the speaker.
Services will be held at 7:30
each evening through Sunday,
July 22.
Rev. Byrd is a professor of
sociology at Union University,
Jackson, Tenn. He is a
graduate of Murray 'State
University and the Southern
Baptist Theological-Seminary, 
Louisville. He also attended
Peabody College.
The church and the pastor,
the Rev. James Phelps, invite











KEMPER 107 N. 4th
INSURANCE 7534937
comPAN-
record price of $297.125 an
ounce in London today, and
there was speculation it would
leap the $300 hurdle soon. The
dollar continued to take a
beating amid skepticism that
President Carter will be able
to implement his energy
policies.
The price of gold was $4.25
above the previous all-time
mark of $292.875 recorded in
Zurich at the close of trading
Monday.
NATIONAL
KANSAS CITY, Mo. ( AP) —
Owners of a defunct midtown
Kansas City mortuary "ap-
parently just walked away,"
leaving 31 decaying bodies
stacked in caskets and lying
on tables for as long as a year,
health authorities say.
"In the basement, there
were caskets stacked three
high," said City Health
Director Dr. Richard Biery,
who with other authorities
entered the abandoned
Kansas City Mortuary Service
on Monday.
He said legal proceedings
against the mortuary began
Last year when the Missouri
Board of Embalmers and
Funeral Directors sought
legal authority to revoke the
license of Don Coldsnow, the
home's owner.
Coldsnow was ;lot im-
mediately available for
comment.
W ASH IN GTON
WASHINGTON (API
President Carter, who says
"I've learned my lesson" and
will listen more to pritate
citizens, is meeting with their
representatives in Congress
for the first time since




joiniu Carter at a White
House breakfast meeting
today. Carter invited them to
discuss the proposals he
outlined Sunday night and in
two appearances Monday.
WASHINGTON (API —The
Senate, reacting strongly to
last spring's atomic scare at
Three Mile Island, is calling
for new restrictions on the
nation's troubled nuclear
industry.
Senators voted Monday to
shut down, as of June 1, 1980,
all nuclear power plants for
which a state has no
emergency evacuation plan
approved by the federal
government. As many as 39 of
the ̀nation's 70 licensed plants
could be affected.
The next showdown in a
continuing series of tests on
nuclear energy was a Senate
vote, arranged for today, on a
proposal to declare a six-




To Be Final PART
Season Production
"Goodbye Charlie" by
George Axelrod will play
Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday evenings July 19-20-
21 and July 26-27-28 at Murray
State University as the final
Purchase Area Repertory
(PART) production of the
summer season.
Curtain time for each
performance is 8 p.m. in the
University Theatre on the
ground floor of the Price--





Signed prints of west
Kentucky artist Ken Holland's
painting, which was com-
missioned by the Humane
Society of Calloway County,
are still available.
Proceeds from the sale of
prints of the painting, which
was unveiled at an open house
July 9 at the Calloway County
Public Library, will benefit
the work of the Society and the
Calloway County Animal
Shelter. More than 75 prints
were sold during the open
house. -
Prihts'may be_obtained by
telephoning the shelter at 759-
4141, the library at 753-2288 or




'Pursuant to KRS 132.027, as enacted by the Ken-
tucky General Assembly Extraordinary Session of
1979, the City of Murray,. Kentucky will hold a
Public Hearing on July 24, 1979 at 10:00 a.m. in the
Council's Chambers, City Hall, Murray, Kentucky,
to hear comments from the public regarding
proposed 1979 Tax Rates on Real Property.
As required by state law, this Notice includes the
following information:
Tax Rate Per $100 Revenue
g Assessed Valuation Expect
(1) Pceding Year Tax Ratga .40 . $4fe,803.80
and Revenue Produced T—ar
(2) Tax Rate Proposed for
Current Year and
Expected Revenue










The City of Murray, Ky. proposes to exceed the
akiperisattng tax rate by levying a proposed tax
rate of (show rate in (2) above) which will be spent
in the following general areas of city government,
police and fire protection and street improvement.
THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS
REQUIRED PUBLICATION OF THIS AD-
VERTISEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CON-
TAINED HEREIN.
Melvin B. Henley
Mayor, City of Murray
Published 7/10, 1979 and
7/17, 1979
A comedy set in Malibu,
Calif., the play is the story of a
man about town, recently
deceased, who is reincarnated
as a woman.
Charlie, the man of the
story, was known for little in
life except his ability to
distinguish fine wines an a
reputation as a great lover
and good tennis player. One
character, at a memorial
-service for Charlie, remarks
that "they say he had an
excellent backhand."
In his reincarnated state,
Charlie, in the guise of a girl,
is faced with the problem of
changing his personality from
male to. female.. That tran-
sformation creates some
hilarious situations.
Elaine Bass of Memphis,
Tenn., who appeared earlier
this season as Mrs. Baker in
PART's production of
"Butterflies Are Free," plays__
the role of Charlie Sorel after
his reincarnation as a woman.
Joe Dossett of Sacramento
is Charlie's best friend,
George Tracy. His rOle
requires the character to feel
a new and different kind of
affection for the new Charlie.
Carla Horton of Murray
plays as 1,1isty May erling, one
of' CharlieT old girl 'friends.
ler Horton performed in the
female lead in "The Star
Spangled Girl," the second of
the three PART shows of the
season.
Others in the cast are.:
William Harle of Steubenville,
Ohio; Suzanne Hill of Yuma,
Ariz.; Skip Hamra of Murray;
and Paul Petrasek of Chicago;
James I Schempp, associate
professor of speech and
theatre at Murray State, will
direct "Goodbye Charlie." His
directing credits include the
University Theatre's musical
production of "Stop the World
I Want To Get Off." Schempp
was seen on stage as an actor
earlier this summer in the
Playhouse in the Park's
presentlgion of "The Taming
-of the Shrew."
Ticket information for
PART performances may be
obtained by calling the box





William E. Collie has been
named Director of the
University Division at Wright
State University, it was an-
nounced by Dr. John V.
Murray, Vice President for
Academic Affairs at Wright
State. The appointment was
William E Collie
effective July 16.
"William Collie will bring a
wealth of experience as a
faculty member to the
University Division;" Murray
said. "He has had extensive
experience in student ad-
vising. I look forward to
working closely with him."
The University Division
serves as the advisory unit for
students who have entered the
University but haven't yet
identified their de ree
programs. Collie presently
*ryes as co-director of the
Public Education Religion
Studies Center at Wright State
and as WSU associate
professor of education. His
past duties at Wright State
include he directorship of
Student Services of the
College of Education.
"I am excited • by the op-
portunity to serve as a liaison
between the colleges and
entering students, "Collie
commented on his new ap-
pointment. "I hope to enhance
the University Division ser-
vices to facilitate the needs of
both the students and the
colleges."
Collie, 36, is a native of
Murray. He has held a variety
of posts in the field of
education since 1966. He holds
a Doctor of Education degree
and a Master of Arts in
secondary education from the
University of Kentucky. His
B.A. degree is from Murray
State University in Kentucky.
He currently lives in
Beavercreek, Ohio, with his
wife and two daughters.
Collie lives at 3449 Mill Run
Drive, Dayton, Ohio 45432.
Collie's parents are Mr. and
Mrs. T. C. Collie. They reside
at 526 South Sixth St., Murray.
MURRAY STATE ROTC CADET RECEIVES AWARD: ROTC Cadet Jerry D. Minuth, a
sophomore majoring in psychology at Murray State University, received the High
Physical Fitness Test Award at graduation ceremonies for the 1979 ROTC Basic Camp
at Fort Knox on June 28. This award is presented to the male and female cadets from
each company who attain the highest composite score in the three events constituting
their respective physical fitness in individual endurance and strength as they work
against time. Cadet Minuth is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James D. Minuth, 1603 East Ninth
Street, Hopkinsville.
Surplus State Goods
To Be Auctioned In
Frankfort Thursday
FRANKFORT, Ky. rip)
Public auctions of surplus
state equipment and
automobiles will be 4it two
sites here Thursday.
Fifteen IBM-typewriters, 12
electric- and three manual,
and 140 1976 Ford modelpolice
cruisers will be sold at the
Bureau of State Police offices
on U.S. 60 west of town
beginning at 9:30 a.m.
The ?ale will then move to a
location to be announced on
the sale date where 40 vehicles
will be sold — six book-
mobiles, six International
Scouts anAl several vans,
pickups and sedans.
•41/1, COCA, •• ••••(.11,.. •00 —T10$1?-410,0••• USE 010* EEEEE 0
 TOAD MMMMM S or Prosto, NC
Buy in quantity!
Have Pepsi enough to last.
The 6-Quart 6-Pak.
••••
Six resealable/retumable 32-ounce bottles
in one take-home carton.
The 6 Quart 6 Pak six 32
ounce bottles of great tasting
Pepsi Cola in Pepsi Cola s big
gest take home carton Now
you can enjoy the quality taste
of Pepsi Cola plus the conven
ience of buying it in quantity
more than thirty-eight five
ounce servings of sparkling
Pepsi from one handy pack•
age Its the best way yet to
make sure you have Pepsi
enough to last Each bottle has
a reseal cap to help lock in the
sparkle, and the carry back
carton is a perfect way to re•
turn your empties fora refund.
Get quality in quantity with
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Graveside rites for Claude
Myers of Hazel were .held
Monday at 4 p.m. at the Green
Plain Cemetery with Rodney
Myers and Henry Hargis
officiating.
_Pallbearers were David,
Bud, Randall, Willie, and
Steve Myers, and Lester
Farris. The Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel was in charge
of the arrangements.
Mr. Myers, 86, died
Saturday at 10 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His wife, Hattied,
died in 1977.
He is survived by two sons,
Coleman Myers and Johnnye
Myers; four sisters, Mrs.
Ruby-Cole, Mrs. Jennie Cole,
Mrs. Modena Orr, and Mrs.
Jessie Styles; six grand-





Mrs. Nell Eaton of 1507
Kirkwood Drive, Murray, died
this morning at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 73 years of age and
the wife of Floyd F. Eaton who
died in 1960.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church and was a
member of the 'Board of
Directors of the Need Line
Service in Murray. She had
served as receptionist at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mrs. Eaton was born Oct.
22, 1905, in Knox County, Mo.,
and was the daughter of the
late C. L. Frazee and Lucy
Sallee Frazee.
She is survived by one
sister, Mrs. W. B. (Lillian).
Graves, 1507 Kirkwood Drive,
Murray; three brothers—W. R.
Frazee, Amarillo, Texas, V.
N. Frazee, Knox City, Mo.,
and L. R. Frazee, Enid, Okla.
Arrangements are in-
complete, but the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home will
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Mrs. McReynolds
Dies At Her Home;
Funeral Wednesday
Mrs. Frances McReynolds
died Monday at 12:05 a.m. at
her home, 205 North 10th
Street, Murray. She was 62
years of age and her death
followed an illness .saf several
months.
The Murray woman was the
wife of Ace McReynolds who
died in May of 1972. She was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church, the Zeta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, and the
Murray Country Club.
Mrs. McReynolds was
formerly employed at the
Bank of Murray, the office of
Price Doyle at Murray State
College, and at the Murray
Electric System. Born Jan. 19,
1917, at Hazel, she was the
daughter of the late Galon
Brandon and Nell Patterson
Brandon.
Survivors include two
sisters, Mrs. Phillip Watson,
Sedalia, Mo., and Mrs.
Gaynell Moody, Paris, Tenn.;
one brother, James R.
Brandon, Orlando, Fla.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 3 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
officiating and Gus Robertson,
Jr., as soloist. Burial will
follow. in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




The funeral for Andrew Abe
Adams of Murray Route 6 is
being held today at 2 ji.m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Gerald Owen and the
Rev. Terry Bailey officiating.
Mrs. Oneida White is organist
and soloist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Brent Evans, buel Donelson,
Lester Donelson, James
Owen, Clarence 'Kurowski,
and Ralph Evans. Burial will
follow in the Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Adams, 81, died
Saturday at 8 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was retired from
the Ford Motor Company,
Detroit, Mich.
He is survived by his wife,
Milk Susan Russell Adams;
one daughter, ,Mrs. Ted
Bailey,. Dearborn Heights,
Mich; two sons, Joe B.
Adams, Murray Route 6, and
Russell Adams, Dearborn
Heights, Mich.; three gran-
dsons, Barry, Mark, and
James Adams; two great
grandchildren, Sherry Ann








in Garlic Bread and a Pnce On
Combino ',on Salad Meal
Super Special For Kids y
4ipaghetli and Salad nr,re,
Wednesday Night
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Funeral services for Dick
Waters are being held today at
2 p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Robert Waters, Jr., David
Waters, Jeffrey Waters,
Bobby G. Cochran, Jimmy
Cochran, and Junior Ahart.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Waters, 83, died Sunday
at 11:30 Lin. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was a member of the First
United Methodist Church.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Madie Key Waters, and
one son, Robert L. Waters, Sr.,
and wife, Bobbie, Murray
Route 4; three grandsons—Lt.
Robert L. Waters, Jr., Fort
Bragg, S. C., Sgt. David
Waters, Colorado Springs,
Colo., and Jeffrey Waters,
Murray; two great grand-
children, Paul Joseph Waters,




Private funeral services for
Missy Ann Cloud, infant
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Greg Cloud of Murray, are
being held today at 3 p.m. at
the chapel of • the Collier
Funeral Home, Benton, with
the Rev. Rodney Travis of-
ficiating.
Burial will follow in the
Ford Cemetery.
The infant girl died




parents and one sister, Miss
Keishia Cloud, Murray;
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
P. B. Cloud and Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Adams, all of Benton;
great grandmothers, Mrs.
Ruth Cloud. Calvert City, and
Mrs. Ruby I.yles, Benton.
Rites Wednesday
For-1. B. Cochran
Final rites for J. B.
Cochran, Murray Route 1, will
be held Wednesday at 2 p.m.
at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Julian Warren of-
ficiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist.
Burial will follow in the Mt.
Carmel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Cochran,' 78, died
Monday at 12:45 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Flossie Swift
Cochran, Murray Route 1; one




'Funeral services for Vernon
Hugh Paschall were held
Monday at 1:30 p.m. at the
North Fork Baptist Church





Fletcher, I.udie Malray, and
Telus Orr. Burial was in the
Paschall Cemetery.
Mr. Paschall, 54, Route 2,
Puryear, Tenn., died unex-
pectedly early Saturday
morning at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. He was a farmer and
former employee of Colt
Industries,„
Born Jane 16, 1925, he was
the son of the late Elmer
Paschall and Iva Kuykendall
Paschall. He was a member of
the North Fork Baptist
Church, Marshall bodge No.
109 Free and Accepted
Masons, and the Disabled
American Veterans. He was a
prisoner 9f war during World
War II.. -. F"
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. do Etta Weiher Paschall,
to whom he was married on
Dec. 5, 1959; twin daughters,
Marilyn and Carolyn
Paschall, at home; two sons,
Donald Ray Paschall and
Steven Paschall, Puryear,
Tenn.; one grandson, Joshua
Paschall.
Two women have served as
president of the U.N. General
Assembly. They are Mrs.
Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit of
India, who presided at the
eighth session in 1952, and
Miss Angie Brooks of Liberia,





CHEYENNE, Wyo. (AP) -
Stunned by Cheyenne's first
tornado in history, residents
today resume searching the
rubble of more than 200 homes
in affluent sections of the city.
The twister injured 37
persons, five of whom were
hospitalized. A 14-month-old
boy, David McKinnon, died of
head injuries when his
family's mobile home was
torn apart, authorities said.
"No one ever thought we
would ever have a tornado in
Cheyenne, Wyoming," Mayor
Don Erickson said, "but we
had one.
The twister bounced across
Cheyenne about 3:40 p.m.
Monday, departing the city
about half an hour later and
leaving what Erickson
estimated to be more than 200
damaged homes. The mayor
said his estimate of the
damage was "a very wild
estimate. It's not scientific in
any regard."
He said the funnel cut across
a two-block wide area for 4 to 5
miles within the city limits.
"It hit more than once," he
said. "It might have hit half a
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service July
17.197S
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts : Act. 438 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gilts .50-61.00 lower Sows .50-61 00 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. $39.00-39.25 few 39.50
US 2 200-240 lbs. ....... $38.75-39.00
US 2,3 240-250 lbs  537.75-38.75
US 2-4380-200 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs.  627.00-28.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. 52500-2700
IJS 1-3 450-500 lbs 527.00-28.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs.  828.00-78.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.  524.00-25.00
Boars 23.00-24.00
dozen tunes.
As the twister came close,
Norma McClellan urged her
two teen-age children to get in
the car and outrun it, but her
son disagreed. The family
took shelter in their basement,
and when the sound ended,
came upstairs to find their
home destroyed.
Nearby, three children
alone in their home took the
same action.
"The Lord was good to us,"
said their mother, Diana
Coles.
Gov. Ed Herschler asked
President Carter to declare
the ravaged blocks disaster
areas, qualifying residents for
emergency federal relief,
Erickson said.
About 300 National Guard
troops were assigned to the
area to help provide relief and
prevent looting.
Stock Market
Pnces of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, furniahed to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp., of Murray, are as follows:
Industrial Average -2  22
Air Products . . 33% +4k
American Motors 842 unc
Ashland 311% unc




G.A  F 
General Care
General Dynamics 324k + 44
General Motors 55% unc
General Tire 234k .1.„
Goodrich 204 -42
flardees 13% unc
Heublein  27 -44
IBM 70 -4
Jerico 174k13 1812A





Quaker Oats 2354 -%
Tappan 1144 +4k
Texaco 21144 +%
Vial Mart 27 +42
Wendys  W,4B 1544A
441111111111110111111111111meemattarf.
I William Glen Hart
Opens Murray Practice
William Glek Hart, M.D.,
has recently returned to
Murray and has opened his
office for the practice of
medicine. He has specialized
in ophthalmology, the medical
and surgical treatment of
diseases of the eye.
He and his father, Dr.
James C. Hart Sr., have
established the Hart
Ophthalmology Associates,
located in Suite 201 of the
Medical Arts Building, ad-
joining the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Dr. Hart received his
bachelor of arts degree from
Murray State University and
his medical education at the
University of Louisville School
of Medicine, where he was a
member of Phi Chi medical
fraternity. During his senior
year, he was selected for a
medical tutorial at St. Mary's
Hospital, University of
London, in London, England.
After receiving the degree
of doctor of medicine from the
University of Louisville, he
completed a year's training in
internal medicine at Baptist
Memorial Hospital in Mem-
phis. For the next three years,
he was a resident in
ophthalmology at the
University of Tennessee
Center for the Health Scien-
ces.
While in Memphis, he also
served at Le Bonheur
Children's Hospital, St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital,
—
Dr. William Glen Hart
as well as at the City of
Memphis hospitals and the
Memphis Veteran's
Administration facility.
Before coming to Murray, he




Dr. Hart, the sun of Dr. and
Mrs. James Coleman Hart Sr.,
is the fourth generation of Drs.
Hart to have practiced
medicine in Murray. His
grandfather, Prince Albert
Hart, M.D., and his great
grandfather, James Glen Hart
was a founder of the first
Calloway' County Medical
Society in 1873.
Dr. James C. Hart Jr., a
brother, is currently in
training as a resident
physician in ophthalmology at
the Columbia Pregbirterian
Hospital in New York City. A
younger sister, Nancy, has
recently completed her
sophomore year at the
University of Louisville School
of Medicine, and a younger
brother, John, is a student at
Murray State University.
Dr. Hart and his wife Susan
will reside at 1320 Main Street
in Murray.
KING'S DEN
Bel Air Center The Store For Men
Final Summer
CLEARANCE SALE
°r1 All Summer Stock
1/2 Price or Below
When You Advertise In Both
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- Like most Tennessee Valley
Authority employees, Kay
Martin finds riding to work for
a month with fellow workers
in a van nearly as cheap as
filling her car's gastank once.
Mrs. Martin, a secretary in
TVA's community develop-
ment office, has ridden a van
to and from work for five
years, leaving in her driveway
the car her husband bought
her as a Christmas present.
She says said her seat on the
van for the 22 roundtrips to her
office in Knoxville from her
home 17 miles away in
Strawberry Plains costs her
$32.50 a month.
"If I drove to work and had
to park my car, I probably
would spend that much a
week," she says. "I've got a
Cougar and it costs me $27 just
to fill it up."
She is among 5,000 TVA
employees saving a total of 3 t'a
million gallons of gasoline a
year by riding to work on
buses and in van pools instead
of driving alone.
"We've got a tremendous
demand for more but we've
run out of vans," Stan Stokey,
who administers the program,
said Monday. "We've got 60
more ordered but the factories
have a large backlog because
eveybody wants them now."
Stokey operates the largest
van pbol fleet in the nation:
440 vans and 60 special buses
taking TVA employees to and
from their jobs at 20 locations
in the seven states the federal
agency serves.
He said there was a recent
swell of requests to join TVA's
pool after the gasoline shor-
tage developed and prices
soared with the cutoff of oil
from Iran.
But it was another shortage
which launched TVA's
program in 1973. Work had
just begun on a headquarters
building in Knoxville when
employees raised the
question: Where are we going
to park when it's completed?
Not wanting to spend' the
millions needed to build
parking spaces for its 4,200
workers here, TVA agreed to
guarantee loans to their credit
union for buying the 15-
passenger vans. The Arab oil
embargo several months later
just happened to get the
program the boost it needed.
TVA now estimates it saved
at least $13 million in parking
lots, garages and road im-
provements that would have
been needed had the ride-
sharing program not existed.
The number of TVA em-
ployees in Knoxville driving to
work has dropped from 65
percent to 17 percent, Stokey
said. And, nearly 28 percent of
the 3,200 workers at TVA's
power and purchasing
headquarters are now in pools
or on buses.
Stokey said the typical
savings is 5,000 gallons of gas
a year for each van and 20,000
gallons for each bus. The vans
also have eliminated about 900
tons of air pollutants that
would have existed if workers
were still driving their own
cars to work, he said.
The employees' credit union
owns the vans but TVA picks
up 35 percent of their costs.
The other 65 percent comes
from the workers who ride
them.
The Great Pyramid was
built by the pharoah Cheops
about 2500 b.c. One of the
Seven Wonders of the World,
the pyramid is 480 feet tall and
has a base of 756 feet. The 2.3
million stones used in its
construction weigh an
average of 2 L'2 tons each.
Small Mr
Big Rdt CLASSIFIEDADS!
BIG AND Small . plants.
hanging baskets, fresh
herbs, supplies and etc 10
per cent discount if you
mention this ad Potting
Shed, 641 South, 5 miles north
of Paris. (901) 642 8168 (Just




Come On By or
Call 753-3315
CARTER STUDIO
You Have A Choice
Senior Portraits
753-8298










wOULD THE lady whO gave
us the license number of the
car, who threw the
firecracker on July 4th at the
City park, please coptect uw























3 CARD OFTIIANKS 
THE FAMILY of Tosc,oe
Bedwell wishes to express
their thanks and graditude to
all our friends and neighbors
for their help and syrIpathy
during the the illness of our
mother and the illness and
death of our father. Those
who sent food and flowers, all
the staff of the Marshall
County Hospital, Dr 's Ford,
Ellis, and Schafer A special
thanks to Brother Terry
Wilson and Brother Lonnie
Knight for conducting the
services. Thanks also 'to the
Key Quartet, the pall
abenarethrosu, gahnf d nMesasx. Churchill
God
G   
Funeral Home for their help
d
bless all of you. Mrs. Loclf4
Bedwell and Family. 
S. LOST a FOUND
LOST: MAN'S pair of wire
rimmed glasses along South
9th Street. 7516443. 
LQ.ST:. LADIES beige. hand .
bag. Frewa ref ! Helen, J.
pebbles, 753-1460. 
.HELP WANTED  
NEED RESPONSIBLE adult -
to babysit small infant. Must
have references. Call
anytime, 753 0343. 
SMALL ENGINE
MECHANIC. Must `be
reliable and knowledge on all
types of small engines For
interview contact Richards
Welding and Small Engine
Service, Hazel Ky. No phone
calls please..
WANTED: FARArtamilies
interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coverage. Cali Steve
Payne, office 753 7273, home
759 1134. 
WANTED - LIVE in corn
panion helper for elderly
woman. Room and board




WANTED: NURSE aid or
LPN for Pediatrician doc
tor's office. Experience
preferred but wilt train. Send
references and resume to
P O. Box 431, Murray, KY
42071.
WANTED: PERMANENT
iCib for reliable woman to do
housework 3 or 3 days per
week. Would be responsible
for 2 children some of the -
"-Live in Lynn 'Sive*, 
area Call 435,4500.
. *NOTICE*.
Occupational licenses are due to
businesses in the city or county who
sell soft drinks, ice cream, and tobacco
products. Alst conterns Restaurants,
Recreational Halls, and Theatres. These
can be obtained at the County Clerk's
Office in the Court House. Purchase
before penalty.
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Wall Conbstruction Does Not
Bode Well For Operation
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Improper construction of
concrete containment walls at
the Marble Hill nuclear power
plant in Indiana doesn't bode
well for the plant's safe
operation, says a mechanical
engineer who was arrested
last month during a protest at
the plant contruction site. •
Gardner Weber of Evan-
sville, Ind., said at a news
conference Monday that
developers and contractors
are not following industry
codes in building . the
prbtective concrete walls.
Honeycomb-type holes
found in the protective walls is
evidence that American
Concrete Industry codes are
not being followed, he said,
since the hollow pockets result
from improper handling of the
concrete or improper design.
"The most serious thing is
the attitude of Newberg
Construction (Co.) and Public
Service Indiana I the
developers)," he said.
He cited a.deposition taken
from Charles E. Cutshall, a
laborer at the plant, who said
the , construction company
supervisor told workers
simply to patch up the holes
prior to inspection by the
Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission. Industry codes
require workers t o-
jackhammer out hollow











































































Answer to Monday's Puzzle
BOOM DOOM
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I KNOW, MARE, AND
I'M TRLON6 TO FieURE

















WE REA LLY ? JOKKO,
HAVE TELL THOSE MEN
NO AND VVOMEN TO
GOLD! • LINE UF.
Weber said.
Without proper construction
techniques, anyone on the
outside of the walls would be
endangered in the event of an
accident, he said.
Weber, who worked four
years as an engineer in a
coalfired electric-generating
plant in Indiana before joining




because any power plant -
coal or nuclear - is going to
release emissions.
The recent nuclear accident
at Pennsylvania's Three-Mile
Island was an example of
inadequate maintenance and
monitoring, he said.
Weber, the only demon-
strator to be charged with
criminal trespass following
the June 3 protest at Marble
Hill, said he would like the
government to explore
alternative energy sources.
He said it would be much
cheaper to stop the Marble
Hill project now than once it is
operating.
Weber's trial is set for Aug.
1 in Jefferson County, Ind.,
District Court.
With him during the news
conference was Tom Fit-
zgerald of Lexington, a
spokesman for a new anti-
nuclear group here - Safe
Alternatives for Energy, or
SAFE.
"The people of Kentucky
are extremely concerned
about the development of
nuclear energy - they feel
powerless," Fitzgerald said,
adding that the organization
was formed to educate the
community.
Fitzgerald said Kentucky is
in a unique position, because
while no nuclear power plants
are located in the state,
several such plants are being
constructed just across the
state's borders; nuclear
wastes are transported across
Kentucky's highways;
radioactive wastes are buried
at Maxey Flats, and uranium
enrichment plants are located
here.
THE EASIEST W414, SIR
1510 SEND THEM
Q._i5Y TELEPHONE...
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Galloway, 'of Dawson Springs, allow their poodle, Sheba, ex-
perience some water relaxation while camping at Hillman Ferry campground in Land
Between The Lakes, a 170,000-acre public demonstration area in western Kentucky
and Tennessee.
(TVA Photo by Robin Reeves)




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Gov. Julian Carroll wants to
make sure there is no
misunderstanding with
Energy Secretary James
Schlesinger about how the
nation's governors feel about




Monday indicating he was
concerned about what had
reached Schlesinger from the
National Governor's
Association's annual meeting
last week in Louisville after
the confusion surrounding the
resignation of deputy energy
secretary Jack O'Leary.
O'Leary's sudden
resignation came to light
during the NGA meeting after
he had met with the gover-
nor's Coal Transportation
Task Force.
Carroll is the former
chairman of the NGA and is a
member of the Coal Tran-
sportation Task Force.
Carroll said O'Leary had
agreed to recommend„
changes to the coal slurry
pipeline legislation now before
Congress and to submit a
proposal to Schlesigner tha•
SHE'S 60T TO
SE KIDDIN6:









Carroll had made concerning
coal transportation
legislation.
"In light of the serious
nature of our attempt to
establish a channel of com-
munications between the
states and Department of
Energy, I feel it is important
to offer this letter as a further
attempt to ensure an open
dialogue.between you and the
states." Carroll wrote
Schlesinger.
Carroll said O'Leary' had
expressed the view that the
states should have the right to
control the use of their own
water if slurry pipelines are
used to carry coal.
Slurry pipelines utilized
water to carry coal through
pipes.
Carroll noted that the
governors had expressed fear
that federal legislation, even if
:t attempted to protect that
right, could lead to court
decisions • holding slurry
pipelines to be interstate
ommerce a-nd subject to
Federal .cOntrot
He said O'Leary had agreed
ti recommend that the coal
slurry bill specifically include
a provision protecting the
right of a state to legislate the
use of its own water..
"Regarding the question of
the department supporting
our legislation, I thi.4 Jack
took a sound position that until
the railroads supported the
coal slurry pipeline permit
apparatus we should not pass
any any legislation which
would aid them financially,"
Carroll said.
Carroll said O'Leary also
agreed to communicate his
proposal for a national coal
severance tax to be used for
coal haul roads and road
crossings.
Under the proposal, the tax
would expire in three years if
a coal slurry pipeline permit is
not passed. If it is passed, the
Lax proceeds would then be
used for all four modes of coal
transportation - rail, water,
road and pipeline.
"Jack's rapid departure will
in no way detract from our
mutual effort to establish a
workable base for negotiating
these vital issues," Carroll
said.
Carroll said he was also
attaching a resolution adopted
by the task force "in order to
ensure there is no misun-
derstanding as to the subject
of our discussion with Jack."
Nixons To Move East
At End Of Year To Be
Nearer To Children
By HARRY F ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP
Richard M. Nixon is not going
to buy a new home in San
Clemente but will move back
to New York at the end of the
year, a family friend said
Monday.
Mrs. Nixon • was in the New
York City area recently
looking for an apartment or a
house, but made no decision.
"They arainoving in order




LEXINGXON, Ky. AP) -
Metro police continued a
roundup today of 30 persons
charged following a seven-
month nt,/t.ics investigation
that entiff' Monday night,
according to police.
Police said the 30 persons -
whge names were not
released Monday night -
were cited on 46 charges that
followed 40 sales transactions
with Maria Neal, an un-
dercover police officer. Ages
of the suspects ranged from 
17
o31'.
The largest transaction in
the . undercover. 
"sting"
operation, which began in
February, involved shipment
of eight pounds of cocain, 
with
a street. value of 
about $1












many of the transactions at 
a
special site. Other tran-
sactions occurred at various












• The Nixons' daughter and
son-in law, David and Julie
Eisenhower, plan to move east
when he finishes his book on
his grandfather, Dwight D.
Eisenhower. The other
daugtter and son-in-law, Ed
and Tricia Cox, live in
Manhattan.
Nixon is thinking of having a
small apartment in the San
Clemente area "that he will
continue to be able to use bra
period of time after they take
a home or apartment in New
York," the friend said.
The Nixons had • a 5th
Avenue apartment in
Manhattan when he made his
successful run for the
presidency in 1968. Shortly
Nitifoli bought LaCasa
af he was inaugurated.
Pacifica, a large seaside
estate in San Clemente.
His office is on a, Coast
Guard station nextdotir.
"It is too early to say if he'll
eventually move his office to
New York," the friend said.
The former president sold
LaCisa Pacifica in May for an
undisclosed price to a group of
Orange County businessmen.
The estate was purchased in
1969 for $1.4 million and the




Dies At Age 93
LOS ANGELES (AP)
52ardinal James Francis
McIntyre, who gave up a
lucrative Wall Street
brokerage career for the
Roman Catholic priesthood,
died Monday at age 93. He
served as the Archbishop of
Los Angeles from 1948 to 1970.
In 1978, the U.N. Children's
fund (UNICEF) provided





































































































111111 WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
.HELP WANTED
SOMEONE TO care for




interested in a top notch
mator medical group
hospital coverage Call Steve
Payne, office 753 7273, home
759 1134.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY 




















interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753.7273, home
759 1134, 
14. WANT TO BUY 
1967 CAMARO DOOR panels,
in good shape. Ca11753.7393. 
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 Pm.
474 8838. 
WANTED TO buy: Stahding
timber, top prices pa;d. 489
2314. 
WANT TO buy: yegetables
for freezing. 753.3485. 
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
FISCHER BABY bear wood
stove. Used one winter. $300.
Call Rob at 753 6774 or 435.
4439. 
"NE'W' 1(1t4G- icon- -singkile -
sleep set with water mat-
tress. Call Bob Bragg (901)
247 5507. 
TWO LAMPS, $25 each Set
of bar bells, 515. Call 436 2394
after 11 am. 
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioherS. 7511551- or 753-
9104. 
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
TEL-CITY CHINA hutch,
dark, hard rock maple, open
front, handcrafted, doors and
drawers, shelves for
chinaware. Call before 12.40
and after 1 - 40 every day
except Wednesdays. 753-2310
and ask for Mike.
WHIRLPOOL HEAVY duty
washer,.. like new: :Benda
clothes dryer, nice portabl9,.
bar with 3 stools: green craft
20" mower, good cam:imam,-
$30; G.E. dishwasher, 2
years old; automotive t.v.
and hookup, 5150. Call after 4
pm. 753 9851. 
WASHER AND dryer, stove,
refrigerator. All in good
working condition. Glass top
dinette set with 6 chairS.
Phone 753-7154 after 3 pm. 
11. FARM EQUIP. 
FULL 1 HP electric weed
and grass trimmer, cuts with
fiSh line, has automatic line
dispenser, $41.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee. 
GAS POWERED weed and
grass trimmer, -uses fishing
One, 31cc engine, automatic
line dispenser, S99.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
20. SPORTS EQUIP. 
BOY'S 24 (NCH 10 speed
bicycle,, in good condition.
Call 753-4412 anytime.
7 'FT. POOL table made by
Brunswick, balls, cues, and
rack. Excellent Condition.
$300. Call after 4 pm, 753
0159. 
SHOTGUN, OVER and
under, 12 guage, 3 inch
magnum, $200 Also a Marlin






SPINET PIANO used like
new used console and grand
pianos Practice pianos
Baldwin pianos and organs
Lonardo Paino Company,




411., $18.79. 5 ft., 519 99; 6 ft.,
S21.99, 8 ft., 539.99, extension
ladders, 14 ft., S28.88, 16 ft.,
$31.88; 20 ft., $45.99, 24 ft.,
$59.99. 28 ft., 170.99: Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
1 1 7 ACRES DARK fired
tobacco. Call 435-4243. 
BATHTUBS 5' STEEL,




$39.99, $69.99, $99.99, S134.99,
and $149.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris, Tennessee._
FLATBED TANDUM trailer
with brakes, ramps, 20' long,
7'6" wide. 753 1261. 
200 GALLON FUEL oil tank
and stand, 150-n3-0061. 
SLAB WOOD and sawdust'
for sale • Cadiz Lumber
Company, Cadiz, Kentucky.
522-7994. 
SAWDUST FOR sale. We
deliver. Days (901) 352 5777
or nights (901) 352 3632 or
352 1487. 
TOMATOE JUICER, Vic-
toria No, 200. No peeling, no
coring, and no precooking.
Does a bushel in 30 .minutes,
520 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee. , 
2$.  BUS.  SERVICE 
GLASS WORK: Plate glass
store fronts, aluminum doors
and closures, home im
provement work, enclose
patios, porches, garages,
patio doors repaired or
replaced. Plate glass,
window glass, plexiglass,
and insulated. glass. Also
mirror, tub and shower
doors, picture framing and
auto glass installed Storm
doors, windows, and screens
repaired or replaced. M & G
Complete Glass, 816 Cold-
water Road. Business 753
0180, Home: 7'53 8210.
28. TV-113S010 
NEED A new color t.v, but
short on cash? We have a 19"
color for only $15 a month or
25" ;for only $22 per month.
Under warranty. Claytoiss, J
B Music, 753 7575. 
27. MOB. HOME SALES . 
1973 GUERDON, 12 X 40,
underpinned and tied. down,
all electric, funisbed. Price
$2995. Call 753-2762. 
GOOD COUNTRY Living in
this 1977 12 x 55, two




downs. Situated on an acre of
land has its own well with a
new pump. lust 6 miles from
-Murray: tail 753-7612 before-
8AM or 458•8350 after 8 PM. 
1973, 12x72 TWO BEDROOM
with den, partially furnished,
all electric, air conditioned,
like new, 57800. 753-7724 or
436 2430.
TWO BEDROOM 12x65
mobile home and 60x200 lot
for sale. 1. mile from Ken
lucky Lake near Blood River
Church. Call 436 /739 after
4:30 pm. 
31. WANT.TO RENT 
WANTED: TWO or 'three
bedroom trailer for rent in
country. Call 759-4084 after
five.
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
FURNISHED APART-












per month. Lynn Grove. 753-
7874. 
TWO BEDROOM, furnished,
air conditioned. Would prefer
couple. No pets. $145 per
month. 753 0850. 
33. ROOMS FOR RENT • 
ROOM FOR rent, 2 blocks
from University. $65 per
month utilities '-included,
boys only 753 4140 or 436
2411.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
HOUSE FOR rent, $300 per
month, 1605 Hermitage
Place, Inquire 1603 Her
mitage Place.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
FOR RENT. New 3 bedroom





stove and refrigerator fur
fished, gas heat, located in
Hardin. $100 per month.
Phone 753 4661. 
THREE BEDROOM house,
adults only, no pets Newly
redecorated, furnished, near
college $200 per month.
References and deposit
required Call 753 1760 after 5
Pm








Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques, business
overflows, etc. Phone








Horses, mares. Call 492 8570
after 5 pm. 
XL PETS-SUPPLIES. 
AKC POODLE puppies. 3
apricot and 1 white 2 males
and 2 females: Reasonable:
Call 492-8457. 
AKC REGISTERED Cocker
Spaniels, buff color, cute and
loveable Ideal for kids. Call
753 1934 or after 7 pm, 753-
1861
FEMALE PIT Bulldog, 34
Pit and 1 4 Bull Terrier. 1
year old. $100. 753-9702 or 753.
1236.
FOUR YEAR old female
Saint Bernard, full blooded.
753.9702 or 753-1236. 
FOR SALE: full-blooded
Collie puppies, 6 weeks did.
Call 527-8294. 
FOUR MALE Cock A• Poo's,
3 black and 1 tan, 6 weeks
old, S25. Call 753-1932.
.IJ_Kc_REGisTERED Eskimo
Spitz. 3 years old, femite,
.575. Call 45,!8 8397. 
40. PRODUCE 
FOR SALE: June apples 'for




41. PUBLIC SALES 
FOUR MILES north of
Penny Road, Wednesday.
Thursday, Friday. Old glass,
rockers, items added daily.
COMPLETE AUCTION
SERVICE
Large or small give us







July 19th, 1605 Hermitage
Place out Wiswell Road. 
TWO PARTY- yard sale,
Almo Heights on 6.41 across
from Bucy's Grbcery,
Thursday 9 30 3:30.
Household goods, clothes,
toys, kitchen appliances, 3
speed bike 
43. REAL  ESTATE
Purdom I Thurafaa





your budget with this well
., . - built,w edroom, bmai
ntenance three
one - ath
Home' villidosii cleaning, no job too large home ..8 x12 outside' storage .1 acre mi... just 4
or small, reasonable rates, insured and miles from town...Priced in
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night. 
.s2o's. For more information
call 753 1492 Offered by
' 




Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7 : 30t11,5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $2.00 PRICE SNAVE $LIM
For beepli41 4 boor adlo *me ad if4.11143 dwy Illeftry PI. *mks





Located on County Cork Drive in Gatesboro. It has
many features, all appliances included 3 bedroom,
and bath, master bedroom is 28 x 15. It has a large
deck and plenty of storage. It was built in October.
Reason for selling is sickness. Call 753-2888 if you





Need - kits of room?
Here's a 5 bedroom 2
bath home with living
room, fireplace and
den. There's also a 30 x
50 concrete block work
shop and it's all
situated on ap-
proximately 3 acres. It






WHETHER YOU rent or
whether you buy You pay
for the house you occupy!
Slop supporting your lan-
dlord and see this 2 bedroom
frame today. Located on nice
quiet street. It's just waiting
for you Pricedin the mid
teens Call now 753
1492 .Offered by Loretta-
Jobs Realtors
-There goes a car just like ours."
43. REAL ESTATE
We have people in-
terested in locating in
the Murray-Calloway
County area. List your







NICE .MOBILE home, 12x65,.
with 2 bedrooms, 2 baths.
Completely remodeled and
some furniture along with
stove and refrigerator stays
with sale. Nice lot, ap
proximately 110x108. A good




58 acre farm with a
two bedroom house.
Farm has 28 acres of
tendable land and





South 12th at Sycamoris
TEL-EPHONf„ 7511651
Just minutes from
Murray is this two
bedroom, 12'x65'
mobile home on lot
100'x240'. Furniture
and appliances in-
cluded with sale. Near
East Elementary
School. $16,250.00.
MOVE IN and live in this
nice older home • in New
Providence area. Sittimon 3.
acre lot with trees.
bedrooms upstairs, 2
bedrooms, bath, living room
dinind roam, kitchen, ano
utility room down. Must see








your family needs, and






a nice family room,
lots of storage space,
extra garage and
chain link fence in
backyard, and plenty
of shade. Priced at
$39,900




Mom will enjoy the
spacious kitchen. Dad
can snooze in his
favorite chair by the
fireplace in the den.
The kids will have a
ball in the large
recreation room, and
your guests will feel
welcome in the living
room, formal dining






located in one of the
nicest neighborhoods
in town. Compare at
any price.
COOL LAKE breezes will lull
you to sleep on warm sum-
mer nights. .3 bedroom A.
frame on waterfront
lot, living room with
fireplace2kitthen with dining
area, deck osierlooks lawn
gently sroding to waters
edge. A top location, vacant
and priced for immediate
sale Hurry' ..30's...Offered
by  Loretta Jobs Realtors. 











your own hthne for less
than your rent. $19,900
buys a two bedroom,
gas heated home with
a large back yard. Be
your own landlord as
you build equity in
your home. Let us








With The Friendly Touch"
-,o4 BR., 24 baths,
/02,900 Sq. Ft.,
fireplace wTheatoja_
tor, wet bar, com-
pactor, carpeting,




acres. 5 miles from
Murray. Excellent




ED .-.-. 3 BR., neat









Floored and ready. Up to 12 c 24. Also barn style, of
fices, cottages, mobile home odor's, and patios, or U
BUJLD pre cut campletely ready to assemble up to 24
Closed Frain fel.





Just the right home for
a growing family, four
bedrooms with lots of
closet and storage
space; large den with
a fireplace; this well
designed kitchen in-
cludes built-in pantry
and china cabinet next
to a formal dining
room and living room.
There is space m this
home for every mem-
ber of your family. . .
plus an extra benefit of
a 30x34 metal
workshop, all in a two
acre setting of tall
oaks. To see this top







Never lived in - brand
new 3 or 4 bedroom, 2
bath, brick with
central heat and air,
fireplace and 2,000 sq.
ft. of living area.
Large cypress deck on
three sides. Located on
large, excellent main
lake front lot. Built for






2 lots in Kentucky
Lake Development. 12
x 50 furnished mobile
home in good condi-
tion, plus a one-car
garage. Well shaded
lots located on county
road. Call Guy Spann
Realty, 753-7724.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
LOVELY THREE bedroom
brick home. Heated garage,
family room, large Living
room, storage building and
more. Ideal- location for
family near Murray High.
Low 540's. Call today after 4
pm, 753-6245. 
SIX ROOM older home with
adjoining 2 room apartment
for extra income. 308 North
6th. Phone 1 247.3946. 
UNUSUAL HOUSE with 2
huge bedrooms, wall to wall
carpet, real wood paneling,
fireplace, central air and
heat, sundes, furnished on
double lot near Antioch
Resort, $24,950. Call (901)
642-7518 after 5 pm. '
47. MOTORCYCLES - 
HONDA 350, 1973, FOUR
cylinder. Good condition.
1550 or best offer. Call 753-
2951. 
1974 KAWASAKI KZ 900. Call
753-8273. 
.1974 YAMAHA 125 DIRT
-bike. Call 435-4429. 
- 48. AUTO. SERVICE 
CAR BATTERIES. 24 month
gu4rantee, $22.88: 36 month




TRUCK LOAD tire Sale. The
wide ones with raised white.
letters, G 70x14"
S29.79 ----and 52.90 FET; G
60x14", $36.65 and 53.17 FET:
L 60x14", $41.14 idnd $3.79
FET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee. 
TRUCK LOAD truck tire
sale, highway tread, 700x15",
6 ply, $28.98 and $2.95 FET;
750x16, 8-ply, $37.75 and $3.74
FET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee. 
TRUCK LOAD tire sale, 4 ply
polyester premium grade
white wall 7 rib with 12-32
tread depth. A78x13, 518.39-
W. USED TRUCKS
1977 CHEVROLET LU V
truck with tool box 23,000
miles. 53,500. Call Rob at 435-
4439 or 753-6774. 
1962 CHEVROLET SIX
cylinder step side pickup.
1450. Call 753 4530. 
1966 DODGE PICKUP, 6
cylinder straight shift, ex
cellent running condition.
S275. 753 8120. 
1969 EL CAMINO 396 Super
Sport 400 turbo, tran-
smission needs motor work.
$1000. Call 474 2257. 
1975 GMC SIERRA Grande




sale. Many units at cost.
White's Camper Sales, East
94 Highway, Murray. 753-
(3605. 
IDLEWILD FIBERGLASS
"cabover" camper for El
Camino or Ranchero trucks.
Sleeps 4, gas range, fur-
nance, 3 way refrigerator,
etc. Would sell equipped El
Camino with camper if
-desired_ Phone 751,774.5 
SPECIAL DUO THERM roof
mount air conditioner.
Arrowhe40 Camper Sales,
Highway ̀10 East, Mayfield,
Kentucky, 247-8187. 
52. BOATS & MOTORS 
1974 CHALLENGER BASS
boat, 150 hp Mercury motor,
tournament rigged, excellent
shape. 354-8762. 
14 FT. CONVERTED Jon
boat into a bass boat.
Fiberglass, 2 bass seats, 2
cushion seats over live bait
well. Reconditioned 7.5
Evinrude motor. New
Shakespeare 3 speed and
reverse trolling motor, $100.
Battery, tilt trailer, lots of
accessories. This boat is
complete and ready to use.
Will guarantee a reasonable
amount of time. $650. Only
interested parties call, 759-
418-4. 
1978 16 FT. VIP ski boat. 135
Pip Johnson outboard motor.
Must sell! Call 753-8030 after
5 pm. 
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
APPLIANCE REPAIR,
refrigeration and .air con-




roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753-
5167. 
KYARS BROTHERS 8 Son-
Gener ome remodeling,
frami g,. aluminum siding,
gutte , and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1-362-4895. 
BUSHHOGING AND yard
work. Call 753-6123. 
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706. 
BACKHOE WORK and




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references, V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827 or
753-5816.
HUGH OUTLAND roofing,
53,SERVICES  OFFERED 
excellent references. Call
753 1486 and ask for Shelley 
HOME REPAIRS; exterior
and interior' painting, car
pentry work small
masonary jobs, decks and
patios built, rooms paneled
492 8615. 
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills
Call Sears, 753 2310, for free
estimates. 
KEN'S 1:kWh/MOWER
repair. 718 South 4th. Fast
service. 753 7400. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and- air
conditioning. Call 753 7203. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
Having trouble getting those
small electrical jobs done?




PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat-
ching and seal coating 753-
1537. 
NEED: HOUSES to paint.
Reasonable on price. Phone
759-4182. 
ROOFING, REMODELING,
painting interior and ex-
terior. Anything to do with
carpentary we can do it.
Reasonable rates. 20 years
experience. Senior Citizens
discount. Phone 753-2418, 8







make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co.. Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1 442 7026. 
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Call Roger
Hudson, 753 6763 or 753-45415 
WILL HAW,. anything that
will fit in a pickup truck. 753-
5857. 
WILL DO sewing and
alterations for the public.
Nancy Copeland. 753 4699. 
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home, such as. painting,
carpentry, and concrete. 753-
2211 or 753-9600. 
56. FREE COLUMN
TWO CATS, free to good
home. One long haired, black
and white, male Also one
female, short haired Calico
492-870.4. 
TWO MALE neutered cats, 3
to 4 years old. One chocolate
brown Burmese aria one
smokey gray Tabby with
white chest and paws. Very
loveable Would like for both
to go to same home, since
they grew up together as




interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coverage Calf Steve
Payne, office 753 7273, home
759-1134. 
WANTED: LADY to quilt
standard size guilt. Call 435-
4597 after 5:30 pm. 
WANTED: 10 GA. Ithaca
auto., shotgtin. Call Paris,
642-1758 after 7 pm.
FOR SALE
BY OWNER
bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a
anorama Shores. Has living room, kit
en, utility end bath. Bedrooms newl
carpeted. Priced at $27,000.
Call 436-2742
After 6 P.M.
COMPARE AND /save on





steps, free estimates. 753-
5476. 
CARPENTRY SERVICE.
Whatever your needs, old or
new, quality work. Call 753-
0565. 
DO. YOU need stumps
_removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
Only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
75'3-9490 or Bob Kemp 435
4343. 
DRIVEWAYS AND parking
areas, white rocked and
graded. All kinds pea gravel.
Free estimates. Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after 4 pm. 
FOR : YOUR home
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, also new homes
and commercial, call 753-
6123. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimates for your
needs. 






ond $1.72 FET; E78x14. , . installed per your
572 63 and 12.20 PET; ''specifications. (air Se
ars -
F78x14'', $23.40 and S2.32 753-2310 for free estimates.
FET. G78x14" or 15", $25.39
and $2.54 FET; H78x15",
S27.52 and S2.76 FET;
L78x15", $29.86 and $3.06
FET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, tennessee.
49. USED CARS 
1979 CUTLASS SUPREME,-




steering, brakes, air, ex-
cellent condition. Looks and
runs like new. 753-7477. 
1976 CHEVY• MALIBU
Classic, 4-door, - V8
automatic, air conditioned,
power steering and brakes,
good condition, 710 miles.
$2700 ,Phone434-7165.  -
FOR SALE: 1976 Capri II,
black and gold edition, $2700.
1970 wrecked Datsun 1600
Roadster, $300. 10x12 cabin
tent used one time, S120. GE
AM-FM. .8 track tape player
with turntable, 2. speakek-1,-
and stand, $75 Call 753 0212
after 5 pm  753.1207.
FOR SALE: 1977 silver,.
Corvette, good condition.
Call 435-4429.
FOR SALE or trade 1940
Chevy street rod, 35(
automatic. Also 1953 Chevy
1956 Buick_ Phone 437 4817
after 730 pm. 
1W9HONDA ACCORD LX.
3,000 miles, $6800. C111 753
2269 or 753-2266. 
1968 MUSTANG, SIX
cylinder, $600. Call 753.0321. 
St. USED TRUCKS 
1978 CHEVY VAN,
customized by Winnebago





WE BRING PEOPLE HOME
OLDER HOME!!! Older part of town. Lots of
room, great candidate for remodeling. Could
also be converted to high return income
producing property. For your new tax shelter or
remodeling project just give us a call. 753-7411
Think you can't afford to buy? Upstairs apart-
ment can lpe rented to help make payments,
downstairs has 2 bedrooms, living room with
fireplace, dining room and kitchen, fenced back





Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
OR
Lou Ann Phiipot 753-6843
Janice Austin 753 8674
SATURDAY
AUCTION
JULY 21 10:00 A.M.
Selling at the farm home of Mr and Mrs Otis R leC.ornu Turn E off Hwy 13141ween Dukedom and
Pilot Oak, Ky at Floyd's Orchard sign and proceed I mile to farm home for sale
•
Mr end Mrs LeCornu have sold their farm after 57 years of farming and moved tatown to retire and
have an unusual collection to offer at auction
Antique oak side board, pie safe with metal sides. 3 kitchen cabinets, rocker, tables, Queen Ann chairs, 2
treadle sewing machines, 5 iron beds, 5 feather beds, 6 straight chairs, ant baby bed, wood cook stove, 2
=laundry stove, 2 wardrobes, antique twisted leg 
tables, 2 Victoria cabinets, lace arm chair. princess
, brass aladdin lamps, crystal lamp with pcLwns, antique picture (names, portable kero heater, Ian-
fans, wash stand:, glassware, cookware, dinner and water kettles, 3 duiner bells, flat irons,
telephone. crock churns antl jars, pottery, jugs, nail kegs, quart cream can, iron stick bread skillets
FARM EQUIPMENT
1958 Ford 600 tractor with good rubber and new battery, double clutch and live PTO. 2214" plow. JD6
pickup disc, 3 pt lift pole, log chains, woven wire stretchers, 5-56 gal RBIS. 6-5 gal CMS, barb wire
• retchers, bean scales hoes, rakes. shovels. hay rake, mower, team plows and harrow. metal gates, me-





TIRMS. Cask or pall ivorminsiized dads.
Sale ruin., skim. Meaty of .had..
For hallow iaformasion, meted
Mr se Mrs. Otis IL toCactio, °WIWI

















10:00 a.m. — Holstein & Friesian Cattle Show





1:00 p.m. Kiddies Day
6:00 p.m, — 4-H & FFA Dairy Show



















10:00 a.m. — Jersey Cattle Show
1:00 p.m. — Horse & Mule Pull
5:00 p.m. — Open Rabbit Show








7:00 p.m. — Horse Show
4
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